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 ACKERMANN, Rudolf. A history of the University of Cambridge, its colleges, 
halls, and public buildings.
 Ackermann, London, 1815.

One of fifty large paper copies of the finest colour-plate book on Cambridge.

Among the most celebrated of the topographical illustrations with which Ackermann 
followed his Microcosm of London, was a trilogy of works on the English universities 
and public schools. Cambridge was the second of these, appearing in 20 monthly parts 
from 1814.

The text of Ackermann’s books was provided by William Combe (1741-1823). After 
a youth largely spent squandering his father’s fortune, Combe had embarked upon 
a career as a writer in 1770’s. More or less confined to a debtor’s prison in the early 
1800’s, Combe had effectively become Ackermann’s house writer after authoring the 
final volume of the Microcosm, and produced a steady flow of verse and prose for 
Ackermann including the text for the popular Dr. Syntax books.

Ackermann’s books were issued in relatively small editions of around 1000, but the 
production of such fully illustrated works called for an extensive network of artists 
and craftsmen as well as a workshop of some size. The drawings and engravings were 
produced on a commission basis, and the letterpress executed by a firm of printers 
nearby. Only the printing and colouring of the illustrations themselves was done in 
Ackermann’s workshop. The labour and expense of all this was considerable. It is not 
surprising that these books, then as now, were priced as luxury objects. Cambridge 
sold for £16 when completed in two volumes. 5o copies were produced on large 
paper and these sold for £27. Of these copies R. V. Tooley wrote: “they gave a gloss, 
an incomparably rich glow absent from small-paper copies fine as these are in early 
impressions; their text is also on thick Whatman paper and the portrait of the Duke of 
Gloucester on India paper”. (William Hale)

First edition. 2 volumes, elephant 4to., large paper copy (41 x 32.4 cm)  complete with both half-titles and 
subscribers list, text on thick Whatman paper, engraved portrait, 79 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates 
by Havell, Stadler, and others after Westall and Pugin, 16 hand-coloured stipple engraved portraits of the 
founders, contemporary maroon half morocco gilt, top edges gilt, a fine set.  
Abbey Scenery 79; Fairhaven Library 26; Tooley (1973), 4; Prideaux p332.  

ref: 91448               £10,000

RaRe laRge papeR copy

1.  
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 BAKST, Leon. Фея кукол. [La fée des poupées]. 
 A. Ilin, Skt. Peterburg, 1904.

Bakst’s masterpiece, according to fellow artist and art historian alexandre 
Benois: the complete set with the rare and fragile envelope. 

During the first half of his career, Bakst (1866-1924) mostly painted landscapes, 
scenes and portraits. From the moment in 1899 however when he co-founded, with 
Serge Diaghilev, the art group Mir Isskustva [The World of Art], he progressively turned 
towards performing arts. He fully committed himself to his famous costume and stage 
designs from 1908-9 onwards, when Diaghilev created the Ballets Russes.

The present work is a rare example of Bakst’s early theatrical designs (1903), for the 
short ballet Feya kukol by Joseph Bayer, pre-dating his work for the Ballets Russes. 

Twelve postcards (14.3 x 9.1 cm) printed in colours after Bakst, most heightened with gilt, [4]pp. list of 
postcards in Russian and French, with original envelope designed by Bakst; envelope worn with marginal 
tears and some repairs.   

ref: 89541                   £3,950

2.  
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 BARBIER, George; Umberto Brunelleschi, et al. La Guirlande d’art et de la 
litterature. 
 Francois Bernouard, Paris, 1919-20.

first edition, limited to 800 examples. a rare complete set of this monthly 
periodical. Although short-lived, this publication was important for both its text and 
Art Deco imagery.

George Barbier (1882-1932), was the supreme decorative designer of art deco, 
whose art centred on the human figure, displayed in a thousand different settings and 
costumes. He had the faculty, as Valéry wrote, of embodying myth through images 
in such a way that workers in mere words could only look on in awe. His drawings 
were rendered into print by Jean Saudé, who is regarded as the leading exponent of 
pochoir, a printing technique in which each colour is applied through a separate stencil. 
His prints have a vibrancy of colour that has rarely been equaled. The pochoir process 
was very time consuming and consequently the books were produced in quite small 
editions at some expense for a wealthy clientele.

Royal 8vo. (28.5 x 20cm), 11 issues (all published), 60 full-page lithographs hand-coloured in pochoir by Jean 
Saudé after Barbier, Brunelleschi, Vallée, Bonotte, Domergue, and others, coloured illustrations in the text, 
contemporary blue morocco-backed marbled boards, light fading spine and wear to joints, top edge gilt 
others uncut.  

ref: 88375                   £9,000

aRt Deco RaRity

3.  
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 BATEMAN, James. The Orchidaceae of Mexico and Guatemala.  
 J. Ridgway & Sons for the author, London, [1837]-1843.

the most renowned and sought-after of all orchid Books, this copy 
Beautifully Bound with outstanding provenance.

Limited to 125 copies, the work is “probably the finest, and certainly the largest, 
botanical book ever produced with lithographic plates... In size and in splendour, 
Bateman’s giant folio eclipses the works of all who went before or came after him. 
Maxim Gauci, who was born in Malta, executed the forty lithographs... a master of 
the process, he ranged his tone from the palest of silvery grey to the richest velvet 
black; his outline is never mechanical or obtrusive; and the hand-colouring -- whoever 
may be responsible for it -- is executed with consummate skill” (W. Blunt, The Art of 
Botanical Illustration, 1994, pp.249-251).

Bateman was a pioneer of the culture of orchids. “In 1833 he sent at his own expense, 
the collector Colley to Demerara and Berbice to collect plants... Shortly afterwards he 
induced G. Ure Skinner, a merchant trading in Guatemala, to send him orchids. In 1837 
he commenced the publication [of the present work]... which he completed in 1843... 
Bateman was elected a fellow of the Linnean Society.. 1833 and of the Royal Society... 
1838... In 1867 he issued A Second Century of Orchidaceous Plants... Between 1864 and 
1874 he published A Monograph of Odontglossum. Bateman was not only the pioneer of 
orchid culture; he was also one of the first to advocate ‘cool’ orchid cultivation” (DNB).

Sarah Anne Drake (1803-1857) and Augusta Innes Withers (ca 1793-1864), the two 
principal artists, produced 37 of the 40 original watercolors. Miss Drake of Turnham 
Green, as she was known professionally, was born in Norfolk. From about 1832 until 
1847 she was a botanist and orchidologist, John Lindley’s principal botanical artist, and 
also a member of his household. She returned to Norfolk in 1847 and married in 
1852, but died of diabetes in 1857. Mrs. Withers worked for the Horticultural Society 
in the 1820s and was appointed flower painter to Queen Adelaide in 1830, and later 
became Flower and Fruit Painter in Ordinary to Queen Victoria. Little more is known 
of her life other than her work.

Major Abbey was probably the pre-eminent book collector in the middle part of 
the twentieth century. He formed outstanding collections of colour-plate books, 
illuminated manuscripts, and fine bindings. 

Provenance: From the John Roland Abbey Collection (1894-1969), with his bookplate.

First edition. Elephant folio ( 76 x 55 cm), lithographic pictorial title, 1-page subscriber’s list; addenda & 
corrigenda slip bound at back, 40 fine hand-coloured lithograph plates by P. Gauci after Miss S.A. Drake (16), 
Mrs. Augusta Withers (21), Miss Jane Edwards (1), Samuel Holden (1) and one unsigned, one uncoloured 
plan of “epiphyte-houses” and 38 wood-engraved vignettes, two by George Cruikshank, contemporary 
green polished calf gilt by Westley, covers with broad gilt borders, gilt lettered direct to upper cover, spine 
in 6 compartments, gilt lettered direct in second, others richly gilt, double raised bands, broad gilt inner 
dentelles, neatly rebacked preserving spine, a fine copy.  
Great Flower Books p.73; Nissen BBI 89; Stafleu & Cowan 342. 

ref: 90977                 £95,000

MajoR abbey’s finely bounD copy of an oRchiD MasteRpiece

4.  

Further illustrations overleaf.
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 BEGGROW, Charles [Карл Петрович БЕГГРОВ]. Собрание рисунков 
изображающих разнощиков в С. Петербурге.
Cris de St. Petersbourg, Collection de petits dessins a l’usage de la jeunesse. 
 Saint Petersburg, 1834.

fine, attractive set of illustrated cards, very rare as such: complete, fresh, with 
the illustrated puBlisher’s case. OCLC locates no copies in institutional holdings and 
the great Russian collector Pavel Gubar could only find a group of 11.

With his workshop based on Nevsky Prospekt, Beggrow (1799-1875) was one of 
the greatest Russian lithographers, distinguishing himself especially from his direct 
competitor Pluchart thanks to a more accomplished, refined style. Taking on a tradition 
dating back to the 18th century, he shows in this lovely collection various street 
vendors to be found in St. Petersburg, the contrasted capital of Golden Age Russia 
where Pushkin, Gogol and some other of the greatest Russian writers were attending 
enlightened debates and brilliant balls.

The cards are finely drawn and were coloured by hand in Beggrow’s studio; while the 
French captions describe the vendor himself, the Russian ones focus rather on the 
item sold and evoke what could be heard - see for example the ‘Laitiere’ (milkmaid, 
actually present in two versions), captioned in the native simply as ‘milk, fresh milk’, 
both times. Besides usual professions (such as the fish monger and the florist), the 
cards also show the extent of the Russian empire, mentioning Moscow prints and 
biscuits, Tatar cloth and Kazan boots. Some very specific Russian products can also be 
found, such as the famous kvass, a drink based on fermented bread.

The rare original slipcase shows a lithograph of the cards’ size depicting the busy 
products market of Shchukin Dvor - still a market nowadays, in the city centre.

Provenance: Pamela Harer (American collector).

Twenty-four numbered lithographed cards (12.5 x 9.5 cm.), with contemporary hand-colour heightened 
with gum arabic, captions in Russian and French; only very light occasional spotting. Original publisher’s green 
glazed board slipcase with printed paper label on one side and a lithographed illustration on the reverse; 
rubbed and stained, one small piece defective, modern cloth solander box.  
Gubar 3037-47 (only 11 cards, in worse condition; illustrated p. 193). 

ref: 91205                   £8,500

5.  
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 BENNER, Henry (artist). Собрание 24-ех портретов императорской 
фамилии. Collection de vingt-quatre portraits de la famille imperiale.
 Saint-Florent, Skt. Peterburg, and Rozenstraukh, Moskva, [1817].

fine example of these celeBrated portraits, here in a scarce state: with all plates 
Before the letter, complete with the list of suBscriBers mentioning only 329 copies.

Painted on enamel at the height of Alexander I’s reign, soon after his victory over 
Napoleon, these portraits are the most celebrated work of the French artist Benner 
(1776-1836), a pupil of Isabey and employed by the Russian nobility in Warsaw and St. 
Petersburg. They show the Tsar’s ancestors and own close family and were published 
on the initiative of Prince Lobanov-Rostovskiy.

Provenance: Joseph Francis Daly (ex-libris and shelf number to upper pastedown).

Folio (36.8 x 25 cm). Title in Russian, title in French, 24 portrait plates stipple-engraved by Joseph Mecou 
after Benner, all before the letter and protected by tissue guards, with names in pencil, subscribers’ list in 
French and in Russian xii, x pp.; manuscript table of contents in English and newspaper clippings to flyleaves, 
Russian subscribers’ list a bit browned. Near contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine with raised 
bands; rebacked preserving original spine, slightly restored.
Lipperheide Kaa 33 (incompl.); Thieme/B. III, 332; Vereshchagin 801; Obolianinov 159; Gubar 511. 

ref: 89540                 £10,000

6.  
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 [BIBLE, ENGLISH]. The Holy Bible containing the Old Testament and the New 
/ newly translated out of the originall tongues and with the former translations diligently 
compared and revised by His Majesties speciall commandment.
 The Company of Stationers, London, 1650.

an extra-illustrated example of the holy BiBle, magnificently coloured By a 
contemporary hand and in a fine full morocco gilt Binding. 

This book was typically printed without illustrations, and the few copies with illustrative 
plates exist only in black and white − copies from Harvard University Library and 
the Bodleian printed in the same year are both uncoloured, suggesting this example 
is exceptional. Whilst its title-page insists the book was “to be read in churches”, the 
unique and rich colouring added to this copy suggests it was a luxury item intended 
for private use. This enrichment makes it a fine example of the increasing tendency to 
aesthetically enhance printed devotional books in the style of illuminated manuscripts. 

Many of the plates which appear throughout the Old and New Testament are taken 
from William Slatyer and Jacob van Langeren’s illustrations to the Book of Genesis [ca. 
1635], a suite of devotional images dedicated to Charles I, of which only four copies now 
exist (ESTC, S4008). A selection of the images are accompanied by couplets in Latin, 
Hebrew, Greek, and English, with the remainder annotated in English. The book also 
includes thirteen beautiful engraved portraits of the Apostles by an unidentified artist.

The plates are rendered in extremely fine detail in their original black and white, but 
are significantly enhanced by the use of colour. For example the artist’s precise use 
of colour to articulate musculature animates the physiques of Adam and Eve. Whilst 
the colouring is characteristically meticulous, it is occasionally used with flair and 
abstraction, as in the case of the plate depicting God’s flood, where blue has been 
rapidly applied to heighten a sense of grand chaos.
 
The most striking element of the copy is the artist’s use of gilding. Whilst featuring in 
many early plates to highlight the heavenly, it is most effectively used in a small selection 
of New Testament plates rendered exclusively in gold. These plates serve an important 
symbolic as well as aesthetic function- the artist’s selection of biblical episodes from 
the four gospels indicate climatic moments in Jesus’ life intended for intense devotional 
study. Important plates in this style include Jesus’ baptism, Jesus walking on water, the Last 
Supper and the Resurrection. These set of plates carry a sense of monumentality and 
heightened spirituality, and certainly confirm the book’s status as a luxury commodity. 

Printed by The Company of Stationers with The Whole Book of Psalmes, as was 
common with many editions of The King James Bible. This book was published in 1562 
and included 150 metrical psalms. 

8vo (17.4 x 11.2cm), wood-engraved titlepage, includes Sternhold and Hopkins’ The Whole Booke of 
Psalmes collected into English Meter (1651), illustrated by the insertion of 142 contemporary hand-
coloured engraved leaves, some from William Slatyers’ and Jacob van Langeren’s illustrations of the Bible, 
some heightened with gold, ruled in red throughout; lacks 2F2-7 and 2G2-7, 2F1 small marginal tear, some 
browning, margins occasionally trimmed.
18th century red morocco, gilt tooled border, gilt inner dentelle, spine with five raised bands, compartments 
decorated with gilt fleuron, all edges gilt; corners a little rubbed, joints rubbed and starting, tail of spine chipped.  
Herbert 622; Wing B2231; Darlow and Moule 487. 

ref: 88906                  £13,500
 

luxuRious hanD-colouReD bible

7.  

Detail
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 BOYLE, Robert. The Works of the honourable Robert Boyle. In six volumes. To 
which is prefixed the life of the author. 
 W. Johnston, S. Crowder, T. Payne et al., London, 1772.

attractive set of the works of the founder of the royal society, containing 
the results of his experiments and investigations into fields such as air, colours, heat 
and cold, blood and medicines, as well as writings on theological topics. The book’s 
editor Thomas Birch, a historian, had little difficulty justifying the publication of Boyle’s 
complete set of works, though he had been dead more than 50 years: “The general 
reasons for collecting into one body the works of the honourable Robert Boyle are 
as obvious, as the excellence of the several parts of them is universally acknowledged.” 
Birch’s confidence was undoubtedly warranted, for Boyle’s writings had informed 
the research of 18th-century chemists, physicists and physicians, and his efforts to 
harmonize science with religion had lost little of their original potency and appeal in 
the 18th century. Birch sought to include all of Boyle’s works in their latest printing, in 
order to represent Boyle’s final say on any given topic.

With fine provenance: The library at Tatton Park, Cheshire, contains 8,000 volumes, 
with a further 4,000 elsewhere in the collection. It is one of the largest and most 
important collections within the National Trust.  For the Egerton family, the library was 
an academic as well as a recreational resource. A sizeable disposal, mainly plate books, 
incunablula, and manuscripts, was made in the in the last century.

Provenance: Egerton family, Tatton Park (bookplates).

Six volumes, 4to. (30 x 24 cm), frontispiece portrait engraved by Baron after Kersseboom, engraved title-
page vignettes by Gravelot, 24 engraved plates on 16 sheets incl. 14 folding. Contemporary russia, covers 
ruled in gilt, spines in six compartments, gilt lettered direct in second and third, raised bands ruled in gilt, 
marble endpapers; light wear, neat repairs to joints and extremities, a very handsome example.  
Fulton 241; ESTC T113550. 

ref: 81776                   £6,000

8.  

Detail
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 BRADFORD, William. The Arctic regions, illustrated with photographs taken on 
an art expedition to Greenland.
 S. Low, Marston Low, and Searle, London, 1873.

“not only a major monument of photography But also of nineteenth century 
Book making” (Books on Ice).

a notorious arctic rarity, only 350 copies printed.

This voyage aboard the Panther in the summer of 1869 was one of seven trips to 
Labrador and Greenland that Bradford sponsored or participated in during the 
1860’s, all early examples of what might be called “eco-art tourism”. Artist William 
Bradford was not the principal photographer for this book. His assistants, John L. 
Dunmore and George Critcherson took most of the photographs whilst Bradford 
sketched the same scenes.

Of the photographs, Martin Parr writes: “they also contributed to, indeed largely 
invented, that staple of arctic expedition photography, the tiny ship struggling through 
towering sheets of ice - the classic, but nevertheless compelling cliché of man against 
the elements” (The Photobook: A history, 2004).

William Bradford (1823-1892), a painter of the Hudson River School, is known for his 
paintings of ships and Arctic seascapes. In 1869, having secured the sponsorship of a 
wealthy patron in Le Grand Lockwood (to whose memory the book is dedicated, he 
having passed away in 1872), Bradford chartered the steamship The Panther, and set off 
for Greenland, to set the frozen north to pen and paper. The aim was to venture as far 
as ice would permit, deep into Melville Bay in Greenland, primarily to make sketches 
and also to explore the region. He hired for the expedition the photographers John 
L. Dunmore and George Critcherson from Boston, who had traveled with Bradford 
before, and the noted Arctic explorer Dr. Isaac Hayes also joined the party. The 
three month summer trip was a great success; Bradford produced a large number of 
sketches and Dunmore and Critcherson took hundreds of photographs (Bradford is 
now believed to have taken a number of the photographs himself). The remarkable 
photographs, made under extremely harsh freezing conditions, are a tribute to the skill 
and fortitude of the photographers. Once back in his studio, Bradford used the sketches 
and photographs to create many fine, finished paintings. In 1871 and 1872 Bradford 
exhibited the paintings and sketches in England to great acclaim, and attracted the 
patronage of Queen Victoria. This prompted Bradford to plan publication of an album 
of photographs, and when Queen Victoria and other members of the royal family 
added their names as subscribers (at a cost of 25 guineas apiece), the “album” was 
transformed into a lavish publication, with a text combining sober scientific observation 
with romantic hyperbole. Three hundred copies were proposed (some sources say 
350), although it is thought that significantly fewer were actually published.

First edition. Large folio (64 x 52 cm. approx), half-title, title in red and black, dedication leaf, 141 mounted albumen 
photographs (116 mounted in the text and 25 mounted as inserted plates, including one double-page plate), mounted 
on guards throughout, original brown morocco gilt with gilt pictorial vignette to upper cover, neatly rebacked preserv-
ing spine, light fading to photographs, a very good copy of one of the most remarkable books on the Arctic.  
Books on Ice 10.11;  Gernsheim Incunabula of British Photography 570; Grolier, Truthful Lens 24. 

ref: 90711              £150,000

eaRly aRctic photogRaphy on a MonuMental scale

9.  

Further illustrations overleaf.
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 CADOLLE, A[uguste]. Vues de Moscou. Dediees a Sa Majeste Alexandre 1er.
 J. Pinard and Engelmann for Cadolle, Paris, 1825.

the first large-size prints of moscow: the deluxe version printed on fragile 
china paper, with the rare suBscriBers’ list and kept in its original printed 
wrappers.

A fine, complete example of Cadolle’s first Russian work, limited to only 250 copies, 
and showing dramatic views of the Russian capital during the Golden Age - published 
the year of the Decembrist revolt.

Cadolle lived in Russia a few years and upon his return published the present work, in 
3 issues, the first two containing 3 plates each, the last part 4 plates. The rare original 
wrappers of the present copy belong to the last issue, but still boast the enthusiastic 
and detailed prospectus of the first issue - like, according to Klepikov, in the copy of 
the National Library of Russia (St. Petersburg). Following the same source, the copy in 
the State Library of Russia (Moscow) is incomplete.

Broadsheet (76 x 53 cm). Title, dedication leaf, 4 pp. explanation of plates, subscribers’ list [2 pp.], and 
10 plates on China paper by Cadolle lithographed by Deroy, Joly, Lemaitre, Fragonard, Renoux, Jacottet, 
Dupressoir and others; some spotting. Loose as issued in original printed wrappers; small marginal tears, a 
larger closed tear repaired.  
Brunet I, 1450; Klepikov XIX; Solovev Kat.105, 217a. Missing to Gubar’s collection. 

ref: 90910                 £27,500

pushkin’s Moscow

10.  

Detail
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 CARTWRIGHT, Joseph. Selections of the costume of Albania and Greece. With 
explanatory quotations from the Poems of Lord Byron and Gally Knight, including a highly 
finished portrait of Ali Paha.
 Havell, London, 1822.

very scarce and Beautiful work on alBanian and greek costume. no copy 
listed in aBBey, Blackmer, or koilalous.

Inscribed “Presented by the author to J.T.Jolliffe October 15 1822” on front free 
endpaper facing title.

Joseph Cartwright, (c.1789–1829), artist, whose early life is obscure, is first recorded 
while working for the British services in an administrative capacity. After the Ionian 
Islands had come under British protection in 1815, he served in Corfu as paymaster-
general to the British forces in the region. While there he produced watercolours of 
local landscapes and maritime scenes, some of which formed the basis for the twelve 
coloured aquatint plates in his Views in the Ionian Islands, published in 1821. He had 
returned to England by the early 1820s and thenceforward pursued a career as an 
artist, exhibiting maritime scenes and pictures of naval engagements at the Royal 
Academy, the British Institution, and the Society of British Artists’ galleries in Suffolk 
Street from 1823 to 1829. Scenes with Italian titles exhibited in 1827 and 1828 may 
indicate a visit to Italy at that time. He was elected a member of the Society of British 
Artists in 1826 and in 1828, the year before his death, was appointed marine painter in 
ordinary to the duke of Clarence, later William IV.

A number of Cartwright’s watercolours and pencil sketches survive in the collections 
of the British Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the Peabody Essex 
Museum, Salem, Massachusetts. A large canvas showing the burning of the French 
flagship L’Orient at the Battle of the Nile, exhibited with the Society of British Artists in 
1826, Cartwright’s election year, is in the Royal Collection. A pair of smaller paintings, 
entitled The Battle of Trafalgar and The Battle of the Nile, was exhibited at the British 
Institution in 1825. (ODNB).

Colonel John Twyford Joliffe was the brother of Thomas Joliffe, author of Narrative of 
an excursion from Corfu to Smyrna (1827). The colonel was instrumental in building 
the 156ft high Ammerdown Tower at the family seat, Ammerdown Park in Somerset.

Provenance:  John Twyford Jolliffe (armorial bookplate).

First edition. Folio ( 47 x 32 cm). Inscribed presentation copy. 12 fine hand-coloured engraved plates by 
Robert Havell after Cartwright, contemporary half russia, by Duffield’s Library of Bath with their ticket, 
rebacked, corners repaired, original  printed label to upper cover, a fine copy of a rare book.  
Colas 544; Tooley 131. 

ref: 91487                 £57,500 

black tulip of gReek colouR plate books

11.  
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 CATESBY, Mark.  The Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands: 
Containing the Figures of Birds, Beasts, Fishes, Serpents, Insects, and Plants ... Together with 
their Descriptions in English and French.
 For the author, London, [1729-] 1731 [-1743-1747-1771].

the rare first edition of the first Book with coloured plates to include 
american Birds.

Bird books were popular in eighteenth century England, both as works of scholarship 
and as splendid collectables for the libraries of wealthy connoisseurs. The naturalist 
Mark Catesby (1683-1749) born in Essex, produced one of the most lavish of these 
with this magnificent work, the result of a series of voyages to North America.

“He seems to have been educated locally in spite of having affluent parents, forgoing 
a university education, but benefiting from the antiquarian and botanical knowledge 
of his grandfather Nicholas Jekyll, who was acquainted with the naturalist John Ray. 
Ray greatly influenced Catesby; Samuel Dale, an apothecary at Braintree, not far from 
Sudbury where Catesby lived, was also of great importance to him. Catesby raised 
the means for starting on a voyage in 1712 to Virginia where he stayed with his aunt 
Elizabeth Cocke and her physician husband. He studied botany and wildlife there for 
seven years.

Catesby returned to England in 1719 with a collection of dried plants, reported 
to have been the most perfect ever brought into the country, which attracted the 
attention of men of science, especially Sir Hans Sloane and Dr Sherard.

Catesby remained in England for some time, arranging and naming his specimens, 
a considerable number of which passed into Sloane’s museum (thereafter into the 
British Museum and ultimately the Natural History Museum). With assistance from 
Sloane and others, Catesby went again to America in 1722 and sent from Carolina 
to his English subscribers large quantities of biological material. He also prepared for 
himself large drawings of birds, reptiles, fish, and plants, and explored the Bahama 
Islands in 1725.2 (ODNB).

Returning to England in 1726, he studied etching to make the illustrations for his own 
works. As well as birds, Catesby also depicted flowers and the coralline reefs of the 
Bahamas. The Natural history of Carolina ... became the most authoritative treatment of 
the natural history of British North America before the American Revolution. A self-
taught naturalist, he not only drew all the plates bar two by Ehret, he also coloured all 
156 sets himself, a total of some 34,320 plates!

Apart from his fame as an author and ilustrator, Catesby’s name lives on in the 
modern name for the bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, and Lilium catesbaei, the Southern 
Red, or Catesby’s Lily.

His is a beautiful book, not as polished as the later works of the great age of bird 
illustration, or the botanical works of the great continental artists such as Ehret, but it 
is the first book to cover the subject in such depth and presents a powerful ecological 
view of nature:

the Most faMous colouR-plate book of aMeRican plants anD aniMals

12.  

Continue overleaf.
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“Catesby played in identifying and recording botanical varieties previously unknown to 
English audiences Moreover, his birds, snakes, and squirrels all seem to reflect human 
personalities as they are placed side-by-side with the novel botanicals that captured 
his attention.

These thoughtful portrayals emphasize Catesby’s ecological aesthetic — his work 
cannot be viewed as rigid still-lives — for he presented his subjects with powerful 
fluidity and he depicted them within interdependent environments.

With an understanding of Catesby’s ecologically-sensitive vision, the dedication that led 
him to document these natural wonders so carefully, and the intricate hand-colouring 
process he employed for almost two decades to produce such exquisite prints, we see  
his emphasis on the interdependence of all species and the symbiotic nature of the 
environment he attempted to capture.” (Miwaukee Art Museum).

“Mark Catesby made a valuable and important contribution to ornithological 
illustration. He was confident enough to break new ground to portray his birds more 
naturally than before, with foliage backgrounds, and to adopt the folio format. He 
depicted the natural history of one area in its entirety, and often drew from living 
models. He was the first in a long line of ornithologists to teach himself to translate 
his drawings into a medium that produced multiple copies. As his was the earliest 
published natural history of a part of the New World, he has been called ‘the father of 
American ornithology’” (Jackson). 

“the most famous colorplate Book of american plant and animal life. ... it is a 
delightful and amusing Book [and] a fundamental and original work for the 
study of american species” (hunt).

First edition. Large folio (51 x 37 cm). 2 volumes, comprising 10 parts and Appendix, bound in one volume. 
Title-pages printed in red and black in English and French, text in parallel columns of English and French, 
with the list of ‘encouragers’ (subscribers list with the name ‘Iley’), dedication leaf in each volume (vol. I, 
Queen; vol. II, Princess of Wales), ‘An Account of Carolina, and the Bahama Islands’ bound following plates 
and descriptive text of volume II with an etched headpiece by Catesby and historiated woodcut initials 
and tailpiece, 3-leaf index to volumes I and II bound at end of volume II, single-leaf index to Appendix 
bound in volume III with the Appendix text and plates, first 20 text pages of volume II with page numbers 
altered to 1-20 from 120-140, text and plates on paper watermarked with various crowned shields; 220 
fine handcoloured etched plates after and by Catesby and mostly signed with his cipher, excepting plates 
61 and 96 in volume II by G.D. Ehret, double-page handcoloured engraved map in volume II. (Tiny marginal 
tear to text leaf F2, pl.62 and second vol. title, some mostly light but variable offsetting, very occasional 
light spotting.) Contemporary diced russia, covers with gilt border of palmettes and stylized fleur-de-lys, 
cornerpieces with floral sprays and acorns, spine gilt in compartments with black morocco label, marbled 
endpapers, rebacked preserving original spine, neat restoration to extremities, a fine copy.   

Dunthorne 72; Fine Bird Books 65; Great Flower Books 53; Hunt 486; Jackson, Etchings 86-87; Nissen, BBI 
336; Nissen, IVB 177; Nissen, ZBI 842; Pritzel 1602; Slithy Toves 108. 

ref: 90507              £400,000
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item 12 - CATESBY, Mark.  The Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands.
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item 13 - CHAUCER, Geoffrey. The Works. 
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 CHAUCER, Geoffrey. The Works. 
 Kelmscott Press, Hammersmith, 1896.

the most splendid Book produced By the kelmscott press, and one of the finest 
illustrated Books ever produced.

William Morris, the 19th-century designer, social reformer and writer, founded the 
Kelmscott Press towards the end of his life. He wanted to revive the skills of hand 
printing, which mechanization had destroyed, and restore the quality achieved by the 
pioneers of printing in the 15th century. The magnificent ‘Works of Geoffrey Chaucer’, 
published in 1896, is the triumph of the press. Its 87 illustrations are by Edward Burne-
Jones, the celebrated Victorian painter, who was a life-long friend of Morris.

The Kelmscott Chaucer set a new benchmark for book design at the end of the 19th 
century. It was also the last great project of Morris’ life, bringing together two of his 
passions. First, his love of medieval literature, which inspired the subjects and style of 
much of his own writing; Second, his socialist philosophy, which looked back to a time 
before mechanization and division of labour had destroyed, as he saw it, the personal 
fulfillment and social function of meaningful work.

The book was exceptional in its ambitious number of illustrations and rich decorative 
borders. “If we live to finish it,” Burne-Jones wrote, “it will be like a pocket cathedral – 
so full of design and I think Morris the greatest master of ornament in the world.”

Morris and Burne-Jones worked on the book for four years. Early in 1892, two trial 
pages were set in one of Morris’ types, called ‘Troy’. The results were not satisfactory, 
the problem being the type size. A smaller version of the same design was cut, and 
christened ‘Chaucer’. Morris had intended to begin designs for the decorative borders 
immediately, but illness prevented him from starting until a year later.

Meanwhile, Edward Burne-Jones spent every Sunday on the book’s 87 illustrations, 
working long hours in fear that Morris might die before the project was finished. His 
pencil drawings were painted over in Chinese white and Indian ink by R. Catterson-
Smith, whose interpretive role is often overlooked. The black and white designs were 
then transferred to wooden blocks and engraved by William Harcourt Hooper.

On seeing the first copy, Burne-Jones wrote: “When Morris and I were little chaps at 
Oxford, if such a book had come out then we should have just gone off our heads, but 
we have made at the end of our days the very thing we would have made then if we 
could.” (British Library Online Gallery).

Folio, edition limited to 425 copies, edited by F.S. Ellis, and W.W. Skeat, printed in red and black, 87 wood-
engraved illustrations designed by Edward Burne-Jones, woodcut borders, frames, ornaments and initials 
throughout, modern blindstamped pigskin gilt, slipcase, a fine copy.  
Pedersen A40; Ray, The illustrator and the book in England, 258; The artist & the book 45. 

ref: 91136                 £57,500

williaM MoRRis’ MasteRpiece

13.  
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 COLEBROOK, R[obert] H[yde]. Twelve views of places in the kingdom 
of Mysore,  the country of Tippoo Sultan. From drawings taken on the spot. To which 
are annexed, concise descriptions of the places drawn, with a brief detail of part of the 
operations of the army under the Marquis of Cornwallis during the late war, and a few 
other particulars.
 Edward Orme, London, 1805. 

fine early views of mysore.

Colebrook (1762-1808), served as a surveyor with the Bengal Infantry from 1778 until 
his death. While surveying the routes taken during the marches of the army under 
Lord Cornwallis in 1791 and 1792, he made drawings of Seringapatam, Bangalore,and  
the local countryside including the hill forts of Mysore.

The original publication of the views was announced in 1792 in the Calcutta Gazette. 
They were published in London in 1794, having been engraved in aquatint by John 
William Edy, a Dane working in London, under the superintendence of Paul Sandby. 
Beside views of Seringapatem and Bangalore, the set is notable for the plate of the 
mausoleum of Haidar Ali (who died in1782). 

This set of views, amongst the earliest to show places directly associated with Haidar 
Ali and Tipu Sultan, became very popular and were republished several times.

Landscape folio (47 x 62 cm), title, dedication and 6 sheets of letterpress text, 12 original  hand-coloured 
aquatint plates by J.W. Edy after Colebrooke, within grey wash frames, light overall browning, stab holes in 
margins, modern half calf gilt, an excellent copy with fine colour.  
Abbey Travel 419; Archer p30. 

ref: 91429                   £9,500

inDian colouR-plate classic

14.  

Detail
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 COOK, James. [Three Voyages round the World]. 
 W. Strahan & T. Cadell, London, 1773-1777-1784.

a complete set of captain cook’s great voyages, all first editions. complete 
with Death of Cook plate and Streight of Magellan chart.

“Captain Cook’s three great voyages form the basis of any collection of Pacific books. 
In three great voyages Cook did more to clarify the geographical knowledge of the 
southern hemisphere than all his predecessors together had done. He was the first 
really scientific navigator, and his voyages made great contributions to many fields of 
knowledge” (Hill). 

“As an explorer Cook stands equal to Vasco de Gama, Christopher Columbus and 
Magellan. Beside proving that the Southern Continent existed only within the Arctic 
Circle and showing there was no practical sea route between the Pacific and the 
Atlantic in the Arctic, he completed with accuracy the outline map of the largest 
ocean and opened the way for trade and settlement. As a seaman and navigator he 
showed outstanding ability. As a man he was brave and determined, a leader that men 
could follow literally to the ends of the earth. But greatest among his qualities was his 
care and consideration for people, be they his men, whose health and conditions were 
always his close concern, or the natives that he met, whose culture and custom he was 
careful to respect” (Lord Lewin writing in Capt. James Cook Navigator, NMM, 1990).

The first voyage under Cook’s command on the Endeavour was primarily of a scientific 
nature, the mission being to observe the transit of Venus at Tahiti. Having carried out 
his duties, Cook sailed on to New Zealand which he circumnavigated and surveyed, 
before going on to Australia where he discovered and named New South Wales. Both 
Australia and New Zealand were annexed as a result of this voyage.

On the second voyage Cook was sent by the Admiralty to ascertain whether a great 
Terra Australis really existed below the Antarctic Circle. He circumnavigated Antarctica 
at high latitudes and captained the first ship on record to cross the Antarctic Circle. 
Though discovering the South Sandwich Islands and South Georgia, he did not gain 
sight of a Southern Continent. “Cook was a brilliant navigator and hydrographer, an 
excellent administrator and planner, and probably the first sea captain to realize the 
importance of preserving the health and well-being of his crew…On his second 
voyage, of 112 men on board the Resolution, which he commanded, Cook lost only 
one by disease - and that not scurvy - a unique achievement in his time.” (PMM).

Cook’s third and final voyage was an expedition in search of the Northwest Passage 
with a remarkable crew including William Bligh, George Vancouver, and James Burney. 
After calling at Tasmania and New Zealand Cook sailed north, discovering Christmas 
Island and the Sandwich Islands, later to be named the Hawaiian Islands. Cook charted 
the American west coast from Northern California through the Bering Strait before 
being stopped by pack ice at latitude 70° 44’. It was whilst wintering over at Hawaii 
that he was killed in a fracas with natives over a boat. Forbes calls it: “arguably the 
single most important book on the Hawaiian Islands, this documents all aspects of 
Hawaiian culture at the point of discovery by Europeans. It is a magnificent summation 
of all the public and private journals, logs, drawings, and other observations made 
during the course of the voyage and is as an important a record of the exploration 
of the North Pacific as Cook’s first two voyages had been for the South Pacific. It is 
in fact one of the most important English books published in the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century.”

fiRst eDition set with Death of Cook plate.

15.  

Continue overleaf.
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[FIRST VOYAGE]. -- HAWKESWORTH, John. An Account of the Voyages... for making Discoveries in the 
Southern Hemisphere... In the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the Endeavour. London: for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 
1773. 3 volumes. 53 engraved maps, charts and views, of which 44 folding; includes Streight of Magellan plate 
frequently missing. 

[SECOND VOYAGE] -- COOK, Capt. James. A Voyage Towards the South Pole, and Round the World. 
Performed in His Majesty’s Ships Resolution and Adventure, In the Years 1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775. 
London: W. Strahan, 1777.  2 volumes. 63 engraved plates, portrait just trimmed as often.

[THIRD VOYAGE] -- COOK, Capt. James; James King. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean. Undertaken, by the 
command of His Majesty, for making Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere. To determine The Position 
and Extent of the West Side of North America; its Distance from Asia; and the Practicability of a Northern 
Passage to Europe. London: G. Nicol, 1784. 3 volumes. 88 engraved plates: 24 in text volumes and 64 in atlas 
including Death of Cook plate (3 short marginal tears repaired).

All first editions. 9 volumes, comprising 8 volumes 4to, and 1 volume atlas folio (57.5 x 42.5 cm), minor 
spotting, offsetting and occasional stain, nothing untoward. Modern half calf gilt extra by Aquarius, an 
excellent set.  
First Voyage: Hill 782; Holmes 5; Mitchell Library Cook 648; Sabin 30934. Second voyage: Hill 358; Holmes 
24; MLC 1216; PMM 223; Sabin 1624; Taurus 1. Third voyage:  Forbes 62; Hill 361; Holmes 47; Lada-Mocarski 
37; MLC 1552; Sabin 16250.

ref: 90978                 £37,500
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 DAVID, Francois-Anne (engraver). [Antiquity and European history: a collection 
of six works in thirty-four volumes, uniformely bound]. 
 Paris, David, 1780 to 1803.

an impressive collection of richly illustrated works, finely engraved, sometimes 
in Bistre or red, and uniformly Bound in elegant marBled polished calf. rarely 
found together and in such fresh condition.

These volumes are a remarkable achievement: David (1741-1824) engraved for them 
more than 2000 plates during what was arguably the most troubled decade of French 
modern history. It was also a most dangerous time for David himself, who began this 
work as the graveur de la chambre et du cabinet de Monsieur, frère du Roi, the brother 
of Louis XVI, who was beheaded in 1793. David survived the Revolution and went on 
to work successfully during Napoleon’s reign, exhibiting at the Salon, and finishing his 
career on a high, working for a previous patron who was now King Louis XVIII. There 
is no link between F-A. David and Jacques-Louis David.

The present series, mostly published on fine paper (even during the Revolution and 
its aftermath), focuses on Roman antiquities, especially Herculaneum, discovered 
earlier that century, and still very much in fashion. This main work is complemented 
by Hancarville’s Antiquities as well as the detailed description of Florence’s world-
renowned ducal museum. Together these three works consist of  25 volumes.

16.  More unusually, they are found here with three historical works focusing on the great 
powers of 18th-century Europe, soon to be fighting each other: Russia, France and England.

The numerous plates are also striking by their variety. They range from newly 
discovered frescoes to coins, statues, buildings and historical scenes. The work is 
notable in its illustrations being neo-classical rather than baroque.

Six works in 34 volumes 4to., with more than 2,000 engraved plates by David, printed in black and white, 
bistre or red; light scattered foxing. Full contemporary calf, gilt decorated borders to covers, flat spines 
decorated in gilt, red morocco labels, all edges gilt; trivial worming to some of the boards.

The collection consists of :
MULOT (François-Valentin), Antiquités d’Herculanum, 12 volumes
HANCARVILLE (Pierre-François Hugues d’), Antiquités étrusques, grecques et romaines, 5 volumes
MULOT (François-Valentin), Muséum de Florence ou collection des pierres gravées, statues, médailles et 

peintures qui se trouvent à Florence, principalement dans le cabinet du Grand Duc de Toscane, 8 volumes
BLIN DE SAINMORE (Adrien-Michel-Hyacinthe), Histoire de Russie, représentée par figures, accompagnées 

d’un précis historique, 2 volumes
GUYOT (Guillaume Germain), Histoire de France, représentée par figures, accompagnées de discours, 5 
volumes 
LE TOURNEUR (Pierre)& GUYOT (Guillaume Germain), Histoire d’Angleterre, représentée par figures, 

accompagnées de discours 2 volumes.
Brunet II, 536-7; Cohen 274.

ref: 90976                £20,000
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 DIDEROT, Denis; Jean Le Rond D’Alembert. Encyclopedie, ou Dictionnaire 
raisonne des sciences, des arts et des metiers ... 
 ‘Paris’ [but Geneva, G. Cramer for C. J. Panckoucke] and Amsterdam, M.M. Rey, 
1762-1780.

the “geneva” edition of one of the most splendid monuments of the 
enlightenment and one of the great landmarks of western intellectual history.

a fine, fresh example in full contemporary Binding.

‘A monument in the history of European thought; the acme of the age of reason; a 
prime motive force in undermining the Ancien régime and in heralding the French 
Revolution; a permanent source for all aspects of eighteenth-century civilization’ 
(PMM). ‘The greatest encyclopedia of science, which had widespread effect in 
establishing uniformity of terminology, concept, and procedure in all fields of science 
and technology’ (Grolier/Horblit).

The first seven volumes of the Encyclopédie were published in Paris under a royal 
privilege; when this was withdrawn in 1759 printing continued clandestinely, and the 
last ten volumes were issued under the false imprint of Samuel Faulche, Neuchâtel.

In 1770 Panckoucke attempted to reprint the work in Paris but was opposed by 
the French government, and instead printed his new edition in Geneva imitating the 
original imprints. Panckoucke had hoped to re-use the copperplates made for the first 
edition, but most had to be redone. The subjects are the same, but in some cases the 
images are reversed. The supplemental volumes and Table Analytique were published in 
one edition only.

Provenance: Biblioteque d’Hauteville (bookplate).

35 volumes, folio (39.8 x 26cm). 2997 engraved plates (complete as per contents leaves), a few early 
annotations, contemporary speckled calf, spines gilt in compartments, gilt lettering-pieces, 

Comprising: Text, 17 volumes. Half-titles, engraved frontispiece in volume I, woodcut vignettes and 
diagrams, some full-page;  Recueil de planches. 11 volumes. ‘Paris’ 1762-1772 [but Geneva: G. Cramer for 
C. J. Panckoucke, 1771-1776], half-titles;  Supplément à l’Encyclopédie. 5 volumes, Amsterdam: M.M. Rey, 
1776-1777.  including Suite de Receuil de planches [Paris: Panckoucke, Stoupe, Brunet; Amsterdam: M.M. 
Rey, 1777], half-titles; Table analytique et raisonné,  2 volumes. Edited by Pierre Mouchon. Paris: Panckoucke; 
Amsterdam: Marc-Michel Rey, 1780. Half-titles.  
Adams G5; cf. Grolier/Horblit 25b; Lough, Essays on the Encyclopédie, London 1968; cf. PMM 200; Schwab, 
Rex, and Lough, Inventory of Diderot’s Encyclopdie, I (1971), VII (1984) [Studies on Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century 80, 223]. 

ref: 90987                 £45,000

a lanDMaRk in intellectual achieveMent

17.  
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 DODWELL, Edward. Views in Greece from drawings by Edward Dodwell. 
 Rodwell and Martin, London, 1821.

a cornerstone of any collection of greek topography.

Edward Dodwell, (1776/7–1832), traveler and archaeologist, was born in West 
Molesey, Surrey. In April 1801 he arrived at Trieste to embark on his first tour of 
Greece; his ‘intention was to visit Greece, to explore its antiquities, to compare its past 
with its present state, and to leave nothing unnoticed, which, to the classical reader, can 
be an object of interest, or a source of delight’. On this journey, he was accompanied 
by his friend Sir William Gell (1777–1836), who also travelled with Dodwell through 
Greece in 1805 and 1806. By the end of May1801 they had reached Corfu. In June 
1801 Dodwell travelled on to Ithaca, the island of Cephalonia, Patras, and through the 
provinces of Phocis and Boeotia, to Athens, and then on to the islands of the Greek 
archipelago, the coast of Troy, and Constantinople.

Dodwell’s second tour of Greece began on 1 February 1805 when he departed from 
Messina with his artist, Signor Simone Pomardi. They landed at Zákinthos, and after 
about a week proceeded on their journey to Mesolóngion, Patras, Galaxidhion, and 
Ámfissai. Dodwell also visited the ruins at Delphi, Mount Parnassos, Levádhia, Thebes, 
and by about 26 March 1805 he had proceeded to Athens.

At Athens Dodwell was required to make a payment to the disdar, or Turkish 
governor, for the privilege of making drawings and observations of the Acropolis. 
Dodwell offered only part payment of the fee, with the promise of full payment on 
completion of his drawings. The disdar, however, demanded the whole sum, which 
Dodwell refused: in turn, he was banned from entering the Acropolis. However, 
on reaching the Acropolis, Dodwell procured his entrance by bribing the guards 
‘by throwing a few paras amongst them’. Repeatedly visiting the Acropolis by this 
means, he ‘acquired the name of the Frank of many Paras, and for a small expense 
purchased the civility of the soldiers’. 

From Athens, Dodwell journeyed out to the Attic Mountains, visiting Aegina, 
Piraeus, Thessalía, Chaeroneia and Orchomenos, Eleusis, and (about 30 November 
1805) Corinth. 

After leaving Corinth, Dodwell also travelled across the Peloponnese, visiting Mycenae, 
Tiryns, Epídavros, Messene, Megalopolis, and Sparta. On 2 April 1806 he left Patras for 
Mesolóngion, and a week later set out for Ithaca. Dodwell made a prolonged stay at 
Corfu until 16 May 1806. Whilst in Greece, Dodwell also made some four hundred.
drawings, while his artist, Pomardi, made about six hundred. 

First edition, folio (51.9 x 38.2cm). Title with aquatint vignette, list of plates, introduction and 30 hand-
coloured aquatint plates by R. Havell, T. Fielding, F.C. Lewis and others after Dodwell and Pomardi, on guards, 
with contemporary penciled captions and accompanying text leaves in English and French. (Front free 
endpaper creased, torn and repaired, very short marginal worm-track at gutter affecting plates 2 and 3 and 
associated text-leaves, light even browning to plates.) Contemporary purple morocco, paneled in gilt and 
blind with floral roll-tooling, spine richly gilt in six compartments, gilt turn-ins and gilt edges, neat repairs to 
joints, an excellent example.  
Blackmer 493; cf. Abbey Travel 130. 

ref: 91040               £22,500

supeRb RecoRD of the MonuMents of gReece

18.  

Detail
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 D’OYLY, Sir Charles. Views of Calcutta and its environs. 
 Dickinson, London, 1848.

the topographical Beauty of calcutta in its classical heyday: a fine example 
of d’oyly’s important lithographs. Calcutta’s architectural heritage and 
topographical growth have continued to fascinate people since the city was founded 
some 300 years ago, explaining why it appears in printed views more frequently than 
any other city in India.

Sir Charles D’Oyly, administrator in India and artist, was born at Murshidabad, India, 
in September 1781. His family returned to England in 1785, and at the age of 16, 
D’Oyly sailed for India, with introductions from Warren Hastings. Although a career 
administrator, D’Oyly’s real significance is as an artist. He drew as a child, and was 
sending drawings home from India soon after arrival. Like many amateurs in India, his 
work came under the influence of George Chinnery; the two men were constantly in 
each other’s company between 1807 and 1820.  A fine draughtsman, his topographic 
drawings in pen or pencil are often of great skill and sensitivity. D’Oyly died in 1845. 
His views of Calcutta, worked up anonymously for publication by George Francis 
White, were published as lithographs by Dickinson & Co. posthumously in 1848. These 
lithographs reflect the appearance of the city in the 1830’s, some 15 years after James 
Fraser’s views of the city. By this time, additional roads had been laid out. Buildings 
and other features of the townscape had been completed, including a prominent 
monument on the Maidan Road erected to the memory of Sir David Ochterloney 
by the citizens of Calcutta. The city was more established, its parks and gardens had 
matured and trees had grown. 

First edition. Large folio (69 x 49.5 cm.), hand-coloured lithographed title and 25 handcoloured plates, 
one folding, two plates with 2 views, modern red half morocco over original red cloth gilt covers, plate of 
“Suspension Bridge” with short crease, just touching image, cloth covers slightly rubbed and slightly soiled, an 
excellent copy.  
Abbey, Travel 497; Tooley (1954) 187. 

ref: 91538                £37,500

calcutta in spectaculaR colouR
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Detail
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 DUPERREY, Louise-Isidore. Voyage autour du monde, éxécuté par ordre du Roi. 
sur la Corvette... La Coquille, pendant les années 1822, 1823, 1824 et 1825 ... histoire du 
voyage.
 Arthus Bertrand, Paris, 1826.

the finely coloured atlas of the rarest and most Beautiful of the granDS voyageS.

Born in 1786, Duperrey joined the navy in 1802, and served as marine hydrologist 
to Louis Claude de Saulces de Freycinet aboard the Uranie (1817–1820). He 
commanded La Coquille on its circumnavigation (1822–1825) with Jules Dumont 
d’Urville as second. René-Primevère Lesson also travelled on La Coquille as a naval 
doctor and naturalist.

The voyage, led by Duperrey, concentrated on the exploration of the Pacific. La 
Coquille ‘called at Brazil, the Falkland Islands, Concepcion, Callao, and Payta. The Pacific 
islands visited were the Tuamotu Archipelago, Tahiti and the Society Islands, Tonga, 
Rotuma, the Gilbert and Caroline Islands, and the Bismarck Archipelago. Australia 
was visited twice, and explorations made of New Zealand and of the Maoris were of 
particular significance.’ (Hill pp.180-181).

Before his return to Marseilles in 1825 (accomplished without the loss of a single 
man), Duperrey and his company discovered a number of unknown islands, prepared 
charts of previously little-known areas of the South Pacific (especially in the Caroline 
Archipelago), studied ocean currents, gathered new information on geomagnetic and 
meteorological phenomena, and collected an impressive array of geological, botanical, 
and zoological specimens for the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle. After the return of 
the expedition Duperrey and his collaborators worked assiduously to prepare the 
results of the journey for publication. The expedition particularly distinguished itself in 
producing new knowledge of the behavior of ocean currents in the Atlantic and Pacific 
oceans.

Atlas volume only, folio (47.2 x 31cm). Engraved title and 60 plates by Ambroise Tardieu after Duperrey, 
Lejeune and Chazal, all but one finely hand-coloured. (Light scattered spotting, heavier on title.) 
Contemporary half calf over blue paper-covered boards, gilt spine, an excellent example.
Borba de Moraes p.275; Ferguson 1069; Hill 517. 

ref: 91045                 £15,000

exquisite hanD-colouReD plates of the pacific
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 EDWARDS, George. A Natural History of Uncommon Birds, and of Some Other 
Rare and Undescribed Animals, Quadrupeds, Reptiles, Fishes, Insects [...] Exhibited in Two 
Hundred and Ten Copper-Plates. [With:]
Gleanings of Natural History, Exhibiting Figures of Quadrupeds, Birds, Insects, Plants [...]. 
 Printed for the Author, at the Royal College of Physicians, London,  1743; 1747; 
1750; 1751; 1758; 1760; 1764.

a fine set of “one of the most important of all Bird Books, Both as a fine Bird 
Book and a work of ornithology.” (Fine Bird Books).

“Though issued separately, they [Natural History and Gleanings] are considered as 
one and either must rank as imperfect without the other … At its date of issue the 
Natural History and Gleanings was one of the most important of all bird Books, 
both as a Fine Bird Book and a work of Ornithology. It is still high on each list …” 
(Sitwell).  Of these 362 exquisitely coloured plates, 318 are of birds, with a few of 
insects, mammals, plants, etc.  

George Edwards (1694-1773), a talented natural history artist, became librarian at the 
College of Physicians through the good offices of Sir Hans Sloane, who also employed 
him to draw the curiosities in his private museum. This provided him with both a 
steady income and plenty of time (his tasks not being very onerous), to pursue his 
own interests whilst surrounded by volumes on natural history. Edwards had a large 
circle of friends with an interest in science and he drew and painted the natural history 
objects owned by them. He kept copies of these drawings, and it was as a result of 
his wishing to see these drawings preserved in some way that he resolved to publish 
A Natural History of Uncommon Birds. This proved a success, and thus encouraged, 
Edwards brought out the Gleanings, although this took many years to complete.

Amongst the species described, many are from India and North America. The Indian 
specimens were largely based on the watercolours made by Pieter Cornelis de 
Bevere, a member of the household of Governor Gideon Loten, a Dutchman who 
settled in England for a while, where his collection was studied by Edwards. The North 
American birds came from two main areas, Hudson Bay territory and Pennsylvania. In 
addition there were a few birds from Carolina provided by Catesby.

First edition. Seven volumes, 4to. 362 hand-colored engravings, sequentially numbered across both works, 
each engraving with facing letterpress description, text in English and French; occasional light offsetting of 
plates to text, plates generally quite clean, some scattered light foxing to text. Full late 18th-century blue 
crushed morocco gilt.  
Nissen 286-88; Wood, p. 329; Sitwell, p. 93. 

ref: 91233                 £30,000

21.  
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 EL [Lazar Markovich] LISSITSKY (illustrator). Архитектура: работы 
архитектурного факультета ВХУТЕМАСа 1920 - 1927. [Architectural projects of the 
VKhUTEMAS faculty].
 Izd. VKHUTEMASa, Moskva, 1927. 

fresh example of the first edition with original wrappers showing Lissitsky’s 
design that ingeniously combined an image of a hand with the compass with 
innovative use of type.

The book includes an introduction by professor N. Dokuchayev and some of the 
VKhUTEMAS faculty’s architectural drawings: renderings of factories, the Palace 
of Labor, communal housing and other state-sponsored projects, most unrealised. 
The VKhUTEMAS Workshop had a brief but significant existence, established in 
1920 and dissolved in 1930. Its impact both at the time and now is tremendous, 
as the Workshop furthered the development of constructivism and rationalism in 
architecture. Created by Vladimir Tatlin in 1920 under the name ‘Higher Art and 
Technical Studios’, the school was formed by the merging of the Stroganov School of 
Industrial Art and the Moscow School of Painting. Abandoning traditional curriculum 
and encouraging the avant-garde, the school quickly became the leading art school in 
the post-revolutionary period. Key instructors were Aleksandra Exter, Kazimir Malevich, 
Lyubov Popova, Alexander Rodchenko and Nadezhda Udaltsova.

From a print run of 1000 copies, rare.

Quarto (24 x 17 cm). XIV, 45 pp. illustrated with 45 photogravures of student architectural drawings. 
Original photomontage wrappers designed by El Lissitsky; some wear along edges, joints weak, light soiling.   
MoMA 702. 

ref: 90214                   £7,500

22.  
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 ELLIOT, Daniel Giraud. A Monograph of the tetraoninae, or family of the grouse. 
 The Author, New York, 1865.

“next only to auduBon’s, the elliot works are the most valuaBle american Bird 
plates’ (Bennett).

This is Elliot’s second major work and was first issued in five parts in 1864-65 and then 
as a bound volume in 1865. The lithographic work was done by Bowen & Co. -- the 
printers of the plates for the octavo edition of Audubon’s Birds of America and possibly 
the best colour printers in the United States at the time -- and the 25 bird plates were 
after Elliot and Joseph Wolf, with William S. Morgan supplying the drawings for the two 
plates of eggs. This is one of only three works by Elliot produced in the United States; 
all of his later works were printed in Europe, although sometimes retaining a New York 
imprint. 

“Daniel Giraud Elliot was one of the most important American ornithologists and 
naturalists of the nineteenth century. Despite his importance and stature, there is 
remarkably little recorded about his life’s details other than what he wrote and spoke 
about his professional life in 1914, in an unpublished reminiscence and an address to 
the Linnean Society of New York. Elliot’s professional accomplishments were anything 
but obscure, however. He was a scientific founder of the American Museum of Natural 
History in 1869, and his personal collection of North American birds included the 
first specimens accessioned into the Museum. Elliot made numerous trips across the 
globe for study and collecting, generally being away for multiple years at a time, with 
his longest absence being a decade. Based on these travels, he published hundreds of 
papers, including multiple folio-size monographs on groups of mammals and birds. In 
his day, few, if any, of his peers had his knowledge and experience with the birds and 
mammals of the world. Elliot became famous as a monographer of families of birds 
and mammals. He synthesized previous taxonomic knowledge about the species in 
each group and added observations and new interpretations based on specimens 
housed in major museums.

Elliot did not invent the monograph—indeed, in his youth, he was influenced by 
the works of John James Audubon—but he elevated its importance, combining 
the emerging field of wildlife art with contemporary science.” (Natural Histories: 
Extraordinary Rare Book Selections from the American Museum of Natural History Library 
(Sterling Signature, 2012), edited by Tom Baione).

Provenance: Henry Arthur Johnstone, specially bound for him. Johnstone’s library, 
containing a large proportion of books on natural history, was sold en bloc to the 
London bookseller Clements in 1921.

First edition. Folio, 27 hand-coloured lithographed plates after Elliot, Joseph Wolf (1) and William S. Morgan 
(2, of eggs), printed by Bowen & Co. and C.F. Tholey, lists of subscribers and plates, without instructions to 
the binder slip, plate 12 trimmed just shaving image, one or two very light spots only, occasional spotting 
and a few short nicks to text and tissue-guards, specially bound for Henry Arthur Johnstone in dark green 
crushed morocco, upper cover with gilt armorial device enclosing monogram ‘HAJ’ and gilt ornithological 
tools, spine gilt-lettered and decorated in 6 compartments, top edge gilt, pigskin endpapers with Johnstone’s 
nautical ex-libris stamped in brown on front free endpaper, extremities rubbed, corners slightly bumped.   
Anker 128; Bennett, p.39; Fine Bird Books p.95; Nissen IVB 293; Wood p. 331; Zimmer p. 205. 

ref: 91263                 £16,500

aMeRican gRouse

23.  

Detail
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 [EUCLID] - COWLEY, John Lodge. An appendix to Euclid’s Elements. In seven 
books. Containing forty-two copper-plates. In which the doctrine of solids, ... is illustrated, and 
rendered easy, by new-invented schemes cut out of paste-board.  
 Sold by Mr. Watkins; Mr. Ayscough, optical instrument-makers; Messrs. Heath 
and Wing; Mr. Bennet, mathematical instrument-makers; and by the author, London, 1758.

fine copy of this rare first edition. estc online  lists only 6 copies: British 
Library; Kings College London; Houghton Library, Harvard; Columbia University 
Libraries, New York; Sterling Memorial Library, Yale; Fisher Library, Sydney.

John Cowley was a leading mathematician of his day. He became professor of 
mathematics at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich in 1761, and produced two 
remarkable books dealing with Euclidean geometry. The first of these appeared in 
1752 and provides a way of “treat[ing] of solids and their sections, by laying before 
them [young students] a more natural and familiar representation of those bodies, 
than can be obtained from perspective pictures or draughts delineated upon a plane 
or flat surface ... I come now ... to lay before the public a new performance, the chief 
scope of which is to produce mechanical representations of solids and their sections, 
for the use of such as would obtain just ideas of those bodies  ... without any occasion 
for that great attention  which is absolutely requisite to be employed by the mind, 
when contemplating on the nature and description of those bodies, while expressed 
only by lines drawn according to the rules of perspective; which is an arduous task...” 
(Preface).

This work anticipates the work of others such as Oliver Byrne, who nearly 100 years 
later, sought to provide a commentary on Euclid using visual methods.

Provenance: Christopher Tower, Esq (armorial bookplate); Baron de Spon (armorial 
bookplate).

First edition. 4to., (28.3 x 22.5 cm). 26pp., 42 engraved plates with moving parts, modern quarter calf, all 
plates fine, clean, with no tears or repairs, a fine copy.  

ref: 85501                   £9,500

coMMentaRy on eucliD with Moveable paRts

24.  
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 GAGARINE, Prince Grégoire and Ernest STACKELBERG. Le Caucase 
pittoresque dessiné d’apres nature. 
 Plon Frères, Paris, [1847-59].

first edition of the most sumptuous illustrated Book on the caucasus - a 
fine example from the liBrary of the sigmaringen castle, Belonging to one of 
the most important european princely family, the hohenzollern. The House of 
Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen is the senior Swabian branch of the House of Hohenzollern 
and counts among its members a King of Romania and a Minister President of Prussia. 
The latter, Karl Anton (1811-85), may well have bought the present work.

Prince Gagarin (1810-93), a painter, architect and art critic, was a Vice-president of the 
Petersburg Academy of Arts in 1859-72. He studied with Bryusov and was a member 
of the brilliant high society in St. Petersburg, where in his early years he met Pushkin 
and drew illustrations for some of his works. A friend of Lermontov, he went with 
him to the Caucasus, where he stayed on military and public service during almost 15 
years until 1855. He lived a few years in Tiflis (nowadays Tbilisi) and before that had 
the opportunity to travel to various parts of the region, especially Daghestan. He was 
a cultivated, sensitive mind with artistic talents and a taste for details and observation. 
This character was the source of the present work: whether during his missions, his 
vacation or his stay in town, Gagarin made numerous sketches of the local topography, 
architecture, decorations, life, costumes and important people.

This variety is one of the main characteristics of the present, wide-ranging work. 
Indeed, next to atmospheric views of the Caucasus, Gagarin shows us architectural 
feats, details of decorations and customs of local people. Even within these categories, 
his rich work witnesses the variety of the region’s populations: examples of religious 
architecture go from Christian frescoes to Islamic buildings; sketches of people not 
only include Armenians and Georgians, but also Kurds and Persians among others; 
and we sense the local traditions looking at falconry in Armenia or grape harvest 
in Kakhetie, Georgia. Gagarin’s depictions of the local costumes has been especially 
praised: “Plusieurs planches representent des costumes très intéressants pour la 
Georgie” (Colas).

A much ambitious project, Le Caucase pittoresque is rarely found complete, as it was 
published in 20 issues over a period of more than 10 years. Stackelberg, who also 
served at length in the Caucasus, had intended to issue a more detailed account to 
supplement his explanation to the plates, but this was never published.

Provenance: Fürstliche Hohenzollernsche Hofbibliothek Sigmaringen (ink stamps to 
title verso and on p.22). 

Folio (54.8 x 38 cm). Lithographed title, dedication [2 pp.], introduction 22 pp., list of plates [1 p.], 
explanatory text [66 pp.], 80 lithographed plates on card incl. 10 chromolithographed and some 
tinted, chromolithographed map; without half-title and letterpress title, some plates and text spotted. 
Contemporary half black morocco over dark green cloth boards, gilt lettering to upper cover, spine with 
raised bands and gilt fillets, gilt lettering to a compartment, all edges gilt.
Colas 1148; Lipperheide 1385; Brunet V, 504 (wrong collation); not in Miansarov (?), not in Atabey or Fekula. 

ref: 90382                 £45,000

25.  

Further illustration overleaf.
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item 25 - GAGARINE, Prince Grégoire and Ernest STACKELBERG. Le Caucase pittoresque dessiné d’apres nature. 
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 GAYET. Plan des Attaques de la Ville de Bruxelles ou la Tranchée sud ouverte la 
nuit du 7. au 8. Février et qui s’est rendue le 19. Du meme mois de l’Anneé 1746. 
 1746.

large plan of the siege of Brussels in 1746, Beautifully drawn in Bright 
watercolour.

The plan renders the city and the surrounding area in great detail, depicting rivers, 
canals, fortifications, field boundaries, street, gardens, and principal buildings. A key plan 
lists 113 buildings, gateways, and defensive points. To the left of the plan the French 
trenches are highlighted in yellow, with the range and direction of the artillery in red.

The Siege of Brussels took place between January and February 1746 during the War 
of the Austrian Succession. A French army under the overall command of Maurice 
de Saxe, in a bold and innovative winter campaign besieged and captured the city of 
Brussels, which was then the capital of the Austrian Netherlands, from its Austrian 
garrison.

The French were boosted by the fact that a large part of the Allied army was forced 
to return to Britain where a Jacobite Rising of 1745 had broken out and Bonnie Prince 
Charlie had won a stunning victory at the Battle of Prestonpans. This left very few 
troops to actively oppose the French forces. After the French made two breaches 
in the walls of Brussels, the Austrian defenders were compelled to surrender on 22 
February in a siege that lasted just three weeks.

The governor of the Austrian Netherlands, Count Kaunitz, was forced to withdraw 
his administration north to Antwerp. The siege severely damaged his view of Austria’s 
allies, principally Britain and the Dutch Republic, who he considered had done virtually 
nothing to protect Brussels from the French. A decade later Kaunitz would be one of 
the architects of the Franco-Austrian Alliance in which Austria abandoned its former 
alliance with Britain and joined with its traditional enemy France.

The French followed up the capture of Brussels by taking other key cities and 
fortresses in the Austrian Netherlands including Mons and Namur. Brussels remained 
under French occupation until it was returned to Austria by the 1748 Treaty of Aix-la-
Chapelle along with the rest of the Austrian Netherlands, although it was January 1749 
before the French finally evacuated the city.

Provenance: From the Library of the Dukes of Luynes, Chateau de Dampierre, France.

Manuscript plan with fine original hand-colour, dissected and mounted on linen, key below title and plan.   
830 by 500mm (32.75 by 19.75 inches). Scale: (approx.) 15cm to 1km.  

ref: 90114                £10,000

26.  

Detail

Full sheet overleaf.
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item 26 - GAYET. Plan des Attaques de la Ville de Bruxelles.
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 HOLBEIN, Hans. Imitations of original drawings [...] in the collection of his 
Majesty, for the portraits of illustrious persons of the court of Henry VIII. With biographical 
tracts.
 W. Bulmer and Co. for J. Chamberlaine, London, 1792-[1800].

a renaissance masterpiece with iconic portraits which Bring the tudor court 
alive.
 
“this magnificent work is surely the finest early example of english colour 
printing” (Ray). 

In 1792, John Chamberlaine, antiquary and keeper of the King’s drawings, embarked on 
a project to create a work that celebrated the skill and mastery of Hans Holbein some 
two hundred years after his death,  bringing together 84 of Holbein’s magnificent 
portraits of influential figures in the court of Henry VIII. Chamberlaine employed 
some of the best engravers of the time, including Florence born Francesco Bartolozzi, 
engraver to King George III. Originally released in 14 parts between 1792 and 1800, 
the work was heralded by the Monthly Review as “One of the most magnificent 
books that we have ever seen”.  Bartolozzi’s engravings take centre stage in this work, 
replicating the majesty, finesse and accuracy of Holbein’s original portraiture.

Bavarian born Holbein began his artistic career working in Basel, producing 
religious murals and material for printed books. In 1526 he came to England with a 
recommendation from Erasmus, which opened the door for Holbein into the circle 
of Sir Thomas Moore. From then on, Holbein’s reputation flourished, gaining the 
patronage of Anne Boleyn and Thomas Cromwell and finally the position of painter to 
the King. Without doubt Holbein’s work captured some of the finest portraits of the 
most influential movers and shakers in the land.

The additional 8 plates form the work entitled: Court of Francis II. “All published of an 
intended continuation to Chamberlaine’s Imitation. It will be noticed that all eight are 
without dated imprints, and it is therefore probable that no copies were issued to the 
public until the stock was acquired many years later by Messrs. Bohn, who added them 
as a supplement to copies of the earlier work.” (Abbey 206). Of particular interest is 
the fine plate of Mary, Queen of Scots.

This beautiful copy bound in exquisite green morocco by the eminent binder George 
Rutland, Newcastle-upon-Tyne around the 1870’s.

Folio (57 x 43.5 cm.), extra-illustrated with the eight plates by Holbein for the court of Francis II and 
accompanying letterpress, in total 92 stipple-engraved plates printed in colours by F. Bartolozzi [84], C. Metz 
[3,] C. Knight [1], and 4 unsigned, after Holbein, 7 of the plates are printed on pink paper, 19 plates are layed 
in and on thicker paper. The plates are in various states, including four before the letter and 7 in second state 
including the portrait of the Lady Mary. Plates 75 & 76 (the miniatures of Henry and Charles Brandon) on 
one sheet. Full green morocco gilt by Rutland, boards ruled in gilt with gilt floral decoration, spine with seven 
raised bands, all edges gilt, some offsetting from plates, minor scattered foxing, a most handsome example  
Abbey Life 205-206; Brunet III, 259-260 (‘ouvrage magnifique’); Lewine pp. 243-4; Lowndes p.405; Ray 
England 19. 

ref: 91338                 £15,000

with the couRt of king fRancis plates incluDing MaRy queen of scots.

27.  
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 HOUEL, Jean Pierre Louis Laurent. Voyage pittoresque des isles de Sicile, 
de Malte et de Lipari, où l’on traite des antiquités qui s’y trouvent encore; des principaux 
phénomènes que la nature y offre; du costume des habitants, & de quelques usages.
 De l’imprimerie de Monsieur, Paris, 1782-87.

the first edition of a Beautiful work on the islands of sicily, malta and lipari, 
here in a glorious near contemporary Binding By simier, from the liBrary of the 
duke of Buccleuch.

Jean Houel, an eminent painter, engraver, and author, was admitted into the Royal 
Academy of Painting and Sculpture in 1774. After establishing a reputation for himself, 
Houel traveled to Sicily in the 1770s. He remained there for several years, during 
which he executed numerous sketches and paintings of the landscape, inhabitants, 
antiquities, and ancient sites of Sicily and the neighboring islands of Malta and Lipari. 
Upon returning to Paris in 1779, he exhibited several of his Italian views at the Salon 
(with Catherine II of Russia purchasing hundreds of his original drawings). This success 
led to Houel publishing his views in the present four-volume work between 1782 and 
1787. His atmospheric renderings were highly esteemed and constitute an invaluable 
record of many historical monuments and classical ruins that no longer exist today.

Provenance: Charles William Henry Montagu Douglas Scott, 4th Duke of Buccleuch 
(gilt arms on all covers).

Four volumes folio. 264 aquatint plates by and after Houel, on 263 leaves (plates 245 and 246 printed on 
the same leaf), all printed in sepia. Near contemporary red straight grain morocco gilt by Simier (signed at 
foot of  spine volume I), covers with broad gilt borders, arms to covers, spines in seven compartments, gilt 
lettered direct in second and fourth, others richly gilt, raised band, all edges gilt, a fine set.  
Blackmer 834; Cohen-de-Ricci 500; Beraldi Les Reliures I p.35; C. Ramsden French Bookbinders p. 190. 

ref: 86476                 £47,500

beautifully bounD woRk on sicily

28.  

Further illustration overleaf.
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item 28 - HOUEL, Jean Pierre Louis Laurent. Voyage pittoresque des isles de Sicile
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 HUBER, J[akob] W[ilhelm]. Vues pittoresques des ruines les plus remarquables 
de l’ancienne ville de Pompei. 
 The author and Henry Fuessli & Co., Zurich, 1824-25.

first edition of this rare work on pompeii with 24 superB hand-coloured aquatints. 

After the excavations of the 18th century, Pompeii became an important stopping 
point of the Italian Grand Tour. Huber’s views reflects this interest. The aquatints are 
based on his own observations of 1817. The work is normally found uncoloured. 
Coloured copies are extremely scarce.

The Swiss painter Wilhelm Huber (1787-1871) spent more than seven years in the 
Kingdom of Naples and worked more than nine months spent in Pompeii. He was a 
pupil of his father Johann Kaspar and spent his early years in Italy, where “his landscapes 
were much sought after, and particularly in Naples were they appreciated by the 
travelling English ladies” (Thieme-Becker). He contributed six plates in Osterwald’s 
Voyage pittoresque en Sicile and tried to publish the present work as chromolithographs 
in Naples, but the result was not satisfying enough for the project to be pursued. It 
was also published a second time in 1832.

Folio (44.8 x 31.4 cm). Title, dedication and 24 fine hand coloured aquatint views, light spotting to text, 
contemporary half calf over marbled-paper boards, spine in six compartments stamped in blind with 
gilt-tooled raised bands, marbled edges, lightly rubbed, plates in fine condition. Provenance: Jenisch auf 
Blumendorf (armorial bookplate). 
Brunet III, 357 (‘Ouvrage assez bien execute’); Thieme-Becker XVIII, 20; Vinet 1727. 

ref: 91273                 £13,500

veRy RaRe RecoRD of poMpeii with hanD-colouReD plates

29.  
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 JENKINS, James. The Naval achievements of Great Britain from the Year 
1793-1817. 
 Jenkins, London, [c.1833].

attractive example of the finest pictorial record of the naval engagements of 
the napoleonic wars. 

The present edition contains several plates of Britain’s most significant victories during 
the Napoleonic wars. These include two plates on the Battle of the Nile, two plates on 
the Battle of Copenhagen and three plates on the Battle of Trafalgar. The Abbey copy 
lists two portraits not present here, but the plate count of coloured aquatints of sea 
battles accords.

“As a record of naval events spanning a period of over twenty years Jenkins’ Naval 
Achievements has no precedent. At no time prior to 1817 had a publisher attempted 
such a complete volume of documentary naval prints. It is the quality of the accuracy 
which makes Jenkins so valuable above all, and it is the pictures rather than the text to 
which the value can be attributed.” (Roger Quarm, the National Maritime Museum).

These Napoleonic encounters at sea are arguably the best and most attractive plates 
of their kind.

Quarto, (38 x 30 cm), dedication leaf (ii), introduction (viii), list of plates (ii), 148pp letterpress, subscribers 
list (ii) engraved title with hand-coloured vignette, 55 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates, uncoloured outline 
etching of the Bombardment of Algiers and Battle of Trafalgar at rear, plates watermarked “Whatman 1833” , 
bound without the portraits as is usual; some occasional light spotting and offsetting, the plates are generally 
clean and bright. Contemporary red half morocco, gilt ruled, marbled boards, spine with raised bands, gilt 
lettered; spine faded, a little rubbed.  
Abbey Life 337.  

ref: 89959                   £9,000

30.  
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 KALINOVSKY. A. - КАЛИНОВСКИЙ, А. А. Les chasses au Caucase. Охоты 
Кавказа. 
  Vilborg for A. Yakovlev, Skt. Peterburg, 1900.

the first and only edition of this finely-produced record of imperial hunting 
parties in the caucasus - one of the greatest russian hunting Books, in french 
and russian, conceived and produced specifically to promote the Caucasus region at 
The Paris Universal Exhibition of 1900.

Kalinovsky (an officer in the 16th Caucasus Grenadier Regiment) apologizes in his 
preface for any shortcomings in the work, as ayant été conçu un peu tard, ce travail ne 
peut être considéré que comme effectué très vite. The author describes the Caucasus 
as a vast Eldorado naturel, before listing the various animals that can be hunted there, 
and paying tribute to the rugged and fearless local hunters. Follows a wide-ranging 
photographic record of the numerous hunts, with members of the Imperial family 
participating in many of them, and the plates generally depict the hunters at the end of 
the chase, with their trophies before them. The first plate shows a hunting party that 
includes Tsar Alexander III (1845-94) and his son the future Tsar Nicholas II (1868-
1918), and the following plates depict other members of the Imperial family, including 
Tsar Alexander III’s cousins Grand Dukes Nikolay Mikhailovich, Georgiy Mikhailovich, 
Sergey Mikhailovich and Petr Nikolaevich, and Alexander III’s uncle Grand Duke Mikhail 
Nikolaevich. Among the animals collected are several species of deer, wild boar, game 
birds, bears, and mountain goats. N. Markov was responsible for the French translation.

The work is uncommon in Western libraries: copies can only be located in the New York 
Public Library, the Library of Congress, Columbia University Libraries, and the Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek.

Provenance: Boris Berezovskiy (1946-2013, Russian politician and businessman)

Large folio (41.8 x 31 cm). Title, 53 pp. in Russian and French, 192 photographic plates on 100 leaves, each 
captioned below in both Russian and French; some tissues missing, title and pp. 1-2 on new guards, repair of 
a small marginal tear p. 3, browning of lower margin of first 6 ll., a few plates with small closed tears, some 
light soiling. Publisher’s green cloth, gilt lettering within decorative boarder to upper board; rebacked with 
green leather, boards slightly spotted.   

ref: 91330                   £8,500

31.  
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 LA CHAPPELLE, George de. Recuel de divers portraits des principales dames 
de la Porte du Grand Turc, tirée au naturel sur les lieux, et didiez a Madame La Comtesse 
de Fiesque. Par George de la Chappelle peintre de la ville de Caen.
 Antoine Estienne & le Blond, Paris, 1648.
 
rare and Beautiful early costume Book on the women of constantinople.

La Chappelle was a native of Caen who had lived many years in Constantinople and in 
the Levant. With the help of various French ambassadors in the Levant, he was able to 
gain access to his subjects. 

In the introductory text, La Chappelle complains that the depictions of female 
costume in the more or less contemporary French edition of Chalcondylas are very 
badly drawn, hence the reason for this series, reflecting his special interest in female 
costume. His own presentations are highly detailed, with special attention paid to the 
fabulous jewels and fine needlework that adorn the garments of Levantine costume. 
To add verisimilitude to the plates, examples of Turkish, Persian, Tatar, Armenian and 
Greek costume are depicted against topographical backgrounds showing the areas in 
and around Constantinople in which the models were most likely to reside.

The printing history of this work is quite tangled. The 1648 first edition exists in 2 
states, with the Estienne imprint only, and also Estienne with the imprint of le Blond 
added to the small cartouche at the bottom of the page as here. The Blackmer copy 
(lacking letterpress) had the imprint of le Blond only and in the bibliography of that 
collection it is suggested that only the first edition carried the imprint of Estienne and 
le Blond, and that only first edition copies contained the privilege leaf. It is also possible 
that only the first and second editions contain text, the later editions being merely a 
collection of engravings.

First edition. Folio (33 x 23 cm. approx.), folding engraved pictorial title, 2 leaves dedication (1 with tear 
into text repaired), 1 leaf privilege, 12 leaves descriptive letterpress, 12 engraved costume plates probably 
by Nicholas Cochin after the author, small repair to lower outer corner of title touching engraved surface, 
occasional light soiling, inner blank margin of first plate and facing text stained with some small restoration, 
modern brown morocco-backed marbled boards, spine richly gilt, vellum tips, morocco label to upper cover, 
an excellent copy of a rare work.
Cf. Atabey 648 (first edition, modern colour); cf. Blackmer 936 (later edition); Colas 1697; Not in Koç. 

ref: 91507                 £18,500

beautiful Depiction of the woMen of constantinople

32.  
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 LACEPEDE, Bernard Germain, comte de, Georges Cuvier, Etienne Geoffroy 
Saint-Hilaire. La Ménagerie du Muséum national d’histoire naturelle, ou les animaux vivants, 
peints d’apres nature, sur velin, par le citoyen Marechal, peintre du Museum, et graves au Jardin des 
plantes [...] par le citoyen Miger [...] avec une note descriptive et historique pour chaque animal.
 Miger, Patris & Gilbert, Grandcher and Dentu, Paris, an X - 1801 [and later : 
Rhinoceros dated an XII].

first edition of an uncommon work illustrating many exotic animals. a work 
remarkaBle for including the first pictorial representation of the american Black Bear.

The Menagerie, linked with the National Museum of Natural History, was established 
in 1793, after the French Revolution, and replaced the Royal Menagerie at Versailles. 
Up until this time menageries had usually been of the touring sort, displaying exotic 
species as curiosities, often with scant regard to their well-being. The success of the 
new menagerie was secured when travelling menageries were banned, thus driving 
people to visit the new establishment. Amongst the notable acquisitions of the 
menagerie was the elephant pair from the menagerie of ‘Het Loo’, seized by French 
forces from the Stadtholder of Holland, Willem V, in 1798.

In a period of about 40 years after the difficult times of the Revolution, several 
construction projects were completed. These included the monkey and bird house, 
the bear pits, the rotunda (La Rotonde) for large herbivores (elephant and giraffe), the 
building for ferocious animals (the Fauverie), a new monkey house and a vivarium. Many 
of them still exist to date, with La Rotonde commissioned by Napoleon himself being the 
menagerie’s oldest building, designed to replicate the cross of the Napoleonic Legion 
of Honour, now housing giant tortoises. Driving forces behind this major refurbishment 
were Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, who ran the menagerie of the Jardin des Plantes from 1802 
– 1841, and Frédéric Cuvier (1769-1832), became warden of the menagerie in 1803.

The renowned natural historians Lacépède (1756-1825) and Cuvier compiled the 
present catalogue of the animals in the menagerie and Nicolas Maréchal (died 1803), 
the museum’s painter, provided the illustrations.

The work is of considerable historical and scientific interest, summarizing the 
knowledge of the time and comparing also various earlier sources, especially Buffon.

The work was published in issues during troublede times, and such events as Geoffroy’s 
participation in the Egypt expedition, the death of the painter Marechal and Cuvier’s 
travels have resulted in the collation varying from copy to copy. Nissen in fact calls for only 
38 plates. The plate of the Rhesus Macaque is normally missing because of lack of time 
on the part of the author Geoffroy. The delivery of this quire was postponed three times, 
as mentioned on the title-pieces of the 8th-10th issue, after the last of which publication 
ceased altogether. Copies with this plate were probably assembled at a later date.

Folio (51.5 x 35 cm). Title, 9 pp. introduction, 36 chapters on 162 numbered pp. of text with 41 plates (of a 
possible 42) engraved by Miger after Marechal and Dewailly (de Wailly), tissue guards, some blank leaves; ink 
number (library?) to title, plate of Le Blanc-Nez monkey spotted, light occasional spotting elsewhere, one text 
page (Lama) with old marginal repairs, without the last and long delayed plate Rhesus Macaque (as usual). 
Near contemporary calf, wide gilt borders to covers; rubbed at extremities, restored and rebacked to style.  
Brunet III, 725; Nissen, ZBI 2353 (38 pl.; also mistakenly attributing only the introduction to Lacepede); 
Landon, Nouvelles des arts [...], an XII-1803, III, 46. Not traced in the Blacker-Wood Library, McGill University. 

ref: 85642                   £8,500

fiRst RepResentation of the aMeRican black beaR
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 LINDEN, Jean Jules; Lucien Linden; Emile Rodrigas. Lindenia iconographie des 
orchidees. 
 Meyer-Van Loo, then Vanderhaeghen, Ghent, 1885-1894.

a handsome and suBstantial run of this rare work.

Jean Jules Linden (1817-1898) made extensive trips as a botanical explorer to South 
and Central America between 1835 and 1844. He was a plant dealer at Luxemburg 
from 1845 to 1852 and director of the Jardin Royal de Zoologie et d’Horticulture 
at Brussels from 1852-1861. He continued his activities introducing new plants 
(particularly orchids) and as a dealer in Brussels and Ghent. His younger son Lucien 
Linden (1853-1940) succeeded his father as director of the company in 1876.

The publication ran until 1901 and seventeen volumes in total were published with  
801 illustrations.

14 volumes bound in 7, 4to, 672 chromolithographed plates by  P. de Pannemaeker, G. Severeyns, and J. 
Goffart, after P. de Pannemaeker, A. Goussens, J. de Bosschere, G. Putzys and others, slight browning to 
margins, original brown morocco-backed blindstamped boards; the last two vols. skillfully rebacked to style, 
an attractive run.  
Great Flower Books, p. 85; Nissen BBI 2348; Stafleu TL2, 4628. 

ref: 90268                 £13,500
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 LOUDON, Jane. The Ladies’ Flower-Garden [comprising] ornamental annuals; 
ornamental perennials (2 volumes); ornamental bulbous plants; ornamental greenhouse 
plants; British wild flowers.
 William Smith, London, 1834-1849.

an attractive set including two first editions of loudon’s popular Botanical 
works, containing a wealth of handsome hand-coloured lithographs.

Loudon began her literary career with a strange futuristic novel entitled The 
Mummy (1827), and only began to write botanical works after her marriage to 
and work alongside John Loudon, the horticultural publisher and writer. Aware that 
the abundance of technical terms in horticultural books were off-putting to new 
gardeners, particularly women, she went about making gardening an accessible 
recreational activity.  A self-taught artist, Loudon ranks as one of the most successful 
female botanical illustrators. Her artistic style, which involved grouping flowers to form 
delicate bouquets, though unusual for the time was immediately accepted among 
gardeners. Her attractive illustrations, known for their bright colour, became extremely 
sought after and were often imitated in designs for decorative products.

5 works bound in 6 volumes,  4to (27 x 22cm.),  first editions of Ornamental Perrenials &  Ornamental 
Greenhouse plants, 303 (of 304) hand-coloured lithograph plates (47+95+58+60+42),  occasional light 
spotting, original green cloth gilt, pictorial vignettes to spine and upper covers, spines faded to tan, neat 
repairs to extremities, a very good set.  
Nissen BBI 1253, 1237, 1235, 1233, 1236. 

ref: 86137                 £12,500
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 MARTYN, Thomas. The universal conchologist. Exhibiting the figure of every 
known shell accurately drawn and painted after nature with a new systematic arrangement. 
Figures of non descript shells, collected in the different voyages to the South Seas since the 
year 1794.
 London, 1789.

martyn “produced a work which, for Beauty, has seldom Been surpassed in the 
history of conchological iconography.” (Peter Dance, Shell Collecting).

One of the most beautiful of all shell books containing exquisite renderings of shells 
collected on Cook’s three voyages, and other voyages, with specimens identified as 
having been obtained from New Holland, New Zealand, Tahiti, Tonga, and the Hawaiian 
Islands.

The first edition was produced over many years, the slowness of production being 
caused by the painstaking method of printing the plates to appear as original 
watercolours. Only about 70 complete copies were actually produced. The second 
edition was intended to comprise eight volumes eventually but only the first two were 
ever published.

“Thomas Martyn ( (fl. 1779–1811), natural history illustrator and pamphleteer, was 
said to be a native of Coventry, Warwickshire. Martyn developed a talent for coloured 
depictions of insects and shells. He purchased shells brought back from Cook’s 
third voyage, although, as he wrote to Henry Seymer on 9 December 1780, ‘I have 
purchased, amounting to 400 guineas, more than 2 thirds of the whole brought home, 
Nevertheless I do not abound either in the variety of the new or many duplicates of 
the known ones that are valuable’ (Dance, 100).

Since Martyn’s illustrations were hand-coloured he needed the assistance of 
professional artists, but, finding that miniaturists were unwilling to interrupt their 
normal work to paint shells, he decided to recruit his own workforce and train boys 
to paint in a uniform style. His first boy joined him about 1779; others followed, and 
eventually he had ten young men at work in his ‘academy’ at 10 Great Marlborough 
Street, Westminster. In the first three and a half years over 6000 paintings were 
produced; at the end of that time Martyn saw that the standard had greatly improved, 
and decided to scrap the earlier plates and copies and begin again. This cost him dear, 
in time and money, but the splendour of the Conchologist brought him rewards in the 
form of gold medals from Pope Pius VI, the German Emperor Ferdinand, and the king 
of Naples, and flattering letters from lesser dignitaries.” (ODNB).

Second edition. 2 volumes bound in 1, 4to., 2 engraved calligraphic titles, engraved calligraphic dedication 
leaf, 39 pp., 2 engraved explanatory tables, hand-coloured engraved frontispiece of a turbo archimedes  
captioned in greek within a gold painted greek key border,  80 fine hand-coloured engraved plates, 
numbered in top right-hand corner, contemporary straight-grained red morocco gilt, covers with geometric 
gilt borders, spine in six compartments, gilt lettered direct to second, double raised bands ruled in gilt, all 
edges gilt, a fine copy.  
Forbes, Hawaiian, 176; Nissen ZBI 2728. 

ref: 91339                 £20,000

the gReat shell book baseD upon captain cook’s speciMens
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 MINARD, Charles Joseph. Carte figurative et approximative des tonnages 
des marchandises qui ont circulé in 1855.  [Schematic map of the rail and canal routes 
throughout France, scaled according to the volume of traffic].  
 Reigner et Dourdet, Paris, 1857.

a rare example of one of the earliest flow maps ever produced By the inventor 
of the genre, signed By minard.

Produced in 1857, this particular “carte thematique” is an early experiment in the field, 
showing in detail the circulation of merchandise in France on waterways and railways 
during the year 1855. It is, more generally, a fine example of a new kind of map which 
proved to be a paradigm for any discipline interested in analyzing the relation between 
territory and specific socio-economic issues. Thematic maps, and flow maps especially 
such as this one, differ from geographical maps because their content is not merely 
a representation of physical terrain but offer instead a “graphic geographical essay”, 
which answers specific questions regarding the relation between territory and human 
activities. On this particular map for example we grasp in one glance the importance 
of waterways in 19th-century French economy, as well as the central position of Paris.

A distinguished engineer in his time, Charles Joseph Minard (1781-1870) started 
serious work on this new kind of representation in 1851, when he retired from the 
prestigious post of Inspecteur general des ponts et chaussees in Paris. His graphic talents 
and his ability to accurately represent complex data visually allowed him to devise 
maps and plans to this day regarded as ground-breaking in the field of “economic 
geography” and touching on themes as far ranging as Napoleon’s disastrous Russian 
campaign of 1812 and the origins of the meat sold in the butcher shops of Paris.

Lithographed map in 16 sections with original hand-colouring (820 x 625mm), backed on contemporary 
linen and folding, text in upper left and right corners, signed by Minard upper right, slight surface dirt, a 
crease through upper left text section, linen-backed, label removed from reverse.   
Robinson n 12.  

ref: 90357                   £9,500

“a caRtogRaphic pioneeR in Many Respects” (Robinson)
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 NATTES, John Claude. Versailles, Paris, and St Denis; or a series of views from 
drawings made on the spot ... illustrative of the capital of France and the surrounding 
places. With an historical and descriptive account.
 For W. Miller, London, [1810].

an outstanding series of views of versailles and paris By one of the foremost 
drawing masters of his day. The work is characterized by many unusual subjects and 
interesting perspectives, and provides a fine record of Paris in the aftermath of the 
Revolution. It was produced in quite a small edition and has always been scarce and 
sought after.

The Versailles plates form a beautiful set, not only of the park of Versailles, the Trianon, 
the famous machine at Marly, which pumped water for the fountains of Versailles, but 
also for the environs including St. Cloud. Many of the Parisian views show the influence 
of Piranesi in the choice of angles and also Nattes was taken with the bridges; 8 of the 
views are of bridges and a further 7 are scenes drawn from beneath them.

John Claude Nattes (1765?-1839) was a topographical draughtsman and watercolour 
painter who travelled widely in England and France and a founder member of the 
Society of Painters in Watercolours. He trained as a pupil of Hugh Primrose Deane, 
the Irish landscape-painter. He evidently had a great affection for France in general and 
Paris in particular as at the end of 1822 he left England and almost certainly settled 
in France, where a number of collections of his drawings are located; his last known 
address was in St Germain. The main collections of his work are in the British Museum, 
the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the Guildhall Library, London; the print room at 
Windsor Castle; the Bodleian Library, Oxford; and the National Library of Scotland.

“Some of the finest aquatint plates in existence are those done from the drawings of 
John Claude Nattes ... The Views of Versailles, Paris, St Denis are well known as fine and 
attractive” (Prideaux, p. 274).

Published during the time of the Napoleonic War, very few English people would have 
travelled in France at this time. This probably accounts for the small edition and scarcity 
of the work.

First edition. folio (48.5 x 35 cm. approx.), [iv], 86 pp, including title page and list of plates. Forty fine hand-
coloured aquatint plates, by Hill after Nattes (except for plate 29, by Cartwright after Nattes), plates on 
Whatman paper watermarked 1808, contemporary calf, later rebacked in brown morocco gilt, covers 
rubbed, an excellent example.  
Abbey, Travel, 103. Prideaux p. 346. Tooley 342 (text in French). 

ref: 91385                 £13,500

supeRb RecoRD of veRsailles anD paRis
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 PALLAS, Peter Simon. Flora Rossica seu stirpium Imperii Rossici per Europam et 
Asiam indigenarum descriptiones et icones. 
 J.J. Weitbrecht, Petropoli, 1784-8.

Beautiful, fresh copy of the first edition of this uncommon work, the first and 
most famous russian flora, all plates with original hand-colouring. here 
complete with the rare second part. 

A German naturalist at the Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, Peter 
Simon Pallas (1741-1811), was amongst the most prolific collectors and explorers 
of European Russia, Siberia and Central Asia and, unlike many of his contemporaries, 
published a great deal of his findings. This includes major works on the Russian flora 
and fauna.

Pallas was invited to St. Petersburg and in 1767 he became an ordinary academician at 
the Academy of Sciences. Here he was soon involved in the vast array of expeditions 
which Catherine II was supporting to mark the transit of Venus, and was nominated 
leader of the first of a series of expeditions to Orenburg.

In 1774 they returned with a wealth of plant, animal and mineral specimens as well 
as ethnographic and geographic data, and the reports Pallas had sent throughout 
his journey were compiled into the three volume Reise durch verschiedene Provinzen 
des Russischen Reichs (A journey through various provinces of the Russian Empire), 
published between 1771 and 1776.

The success of this expedition made him a favourite of the Empress Catherine 
and Pallas taught natural history to her sons, the future Emperor Alexander I and 
his brother. Consulting his own specimens and those collected by other naturalists 
in Russia, Pallas began to produce his Flora Rossica, replete with descriptions and 
impressive illustrations for 283 species. His work can be considered the first real flora 
of Russia, although it was never completed; volume one parts one (1784) and two 
(1788) were published in his life-time and the second volume in 1815.

The emblematic frontispiece shows Catherine seated amongst the clouds surrounded 
by cherubim, one of whom is presenting her with a copy of the book.

Folio (49.8 x 31.6 cm). Complete with the full complement 101 hand-coloured engraved plates by Karl 
Friedrich Knappe: Title, hand-coloured engraved title with vignette engraved by I. Bugreev, dedication page, 
viii, 80 pp., with 51 hand-coloured plates; title, 114 pp., with 50 hand-coloured plates. Recent red half 
morocco by Devauchelle, flat spine gilt in compartments.   
De Belder 261; Nissen BBI 1482; Dunthorne 221; Great Flower Books, p.70; Hunt 672; Pritzel 6905. 

ref: 90273                £29,500
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 PERTUSIER, Charles. Promenades pittoresques dans Constantinople et sur les 
rives du Bosphore, suivies d’une notice sur la Dalmatie.
 P. Didot l’ainé for H. Nicolle, Paris, 1817.

important work on constantinople - the first edition, complete with the text 
volumes.

Pertusier was in Constantinople for several years as aide-de-camp to General 
Andreossy, the French ambasador to the Porte, 1811-14. He has produced here a 
charming description of the environs of Constantinople. In the 23rd he discusses 
the Greeks of the Phanar (the neighborhood midway up the Golden Horn within 
the district of Fatih in Istanbul). The atlas (which is of some rarity) contains fine 
and very interesting plates by Michel-François Prenault, an architect who travelled 

40.  to Constantinople in 1796 with a French company of engineers engaged to new 
army and navy barracks. He remained in Constantinople till at least 1827 and his 
illustrations are to be found in works by Andreossy and others. The drawings he 
produced for Pertusier are among his finest. They include views of sites in and around 
Constantinople. (Blackmer).

First edition. Four volumes, comprising 3 volumes 8vo text and folio atlas (58 x 42.5cm). Atlas with 25 
etched and aquatint plates by Benedikt Piringer after Prenault, 4 of these double-page;  title and text leaves 
with scattered spotting, lightt damp stain to blank inner margins of plate volume, one plate with small area 
of browning in the engraving. Contemporary blue quarter roan over marbled boards, flat spine tooled and 
lettered in gilt, text and atlas similar but not uniform, an attractive set.   
Atabey 941; Blackmer 1292; Brunet IV, 523-524; Koç 204. 

ref: 91041                 £19,500
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 PIRANESI, Giovanni Battista. Vedute di Roma. [Bound with] PIRANESI, 
Francesco. Topografia delle fabriche scoperte nella cittá di Pompei. 
 Rome, circa 1778 and 1785.

a fine complete set, originally from the swedish royal family, of the finest 
illustrated Book on rome and one of the very greatest series of engravings on 
any suBject; the images strong early impressions, clean and fresh.

One of the greatest printmakers of the eighteenth century, Piranesi always considered 
himself an architect. The son of a stonemason and master builder, he received practical 
training in structural and hydraulic engineering from a maternal uncle who was 
employed by the Venetian Water Authority, while his brother, a Carthusian monk, fired 
the aspiring architect with enthusiasm for the history and achievements of the ancient 
Romans. Piranesi also received a thorough background in perspective construction and 
stage design. Although he had limited success in attracting architectural commissions, 
this diverse training served him well in the profession that would establish his fame.

Soon after his arrival in Rome in 1740, Piranesi apprenticed himself briefly to Giuseppe 
Vasi, the foremost producer of the etched views of Rome that supplied pilgrims, 
scholars, artists, and tourists with a lasting souvenir of their visit. Quickly mastering the 
medium of etching, Piranesi found in it an outlet for all his interests, from designing 
fantastic complexes of buildings that could exist only in dreams, to reconstructing 
in painstaking detail the aqueduct system of the ancient Romans. The knowledge of 
ancient building methods demonstrated by Piranesi’s archaeological prints allowed 
him to make a name for himself as an antiquarian. Etching also provided Piranesi with 
a livelihood, allowing him to turn one of his favorite activities, drawing the ancient and 
modern buildings of Rome, into a lucrative source of income. By 1747, Piranesi had 
begun the work for which he is best known, the Vedute di Roma (Views of Rome), 
and he continued to produce plates for the series until the year of his death in 1778. 
Piranesi’s popular Vedute which eclipsed earlier views of Roman landmarks through 
their dynamic compositions, bold lighting effects, and dramatic presentation, shaped 
European conceptions to such an extent that Goethe, who had come to know Rome 
through Piranesi’s prints, was somewhat disappointed on his first encounter with the 
real thing (Metropolitan Museum of Art).

Provenance: 1 Batsford, Booksellers, High Holborn, their ticket to front or rear 
pastedown of both volumes. 2. Johann Gottfried Schramm, his bookplate to front 
pastedown of both volumes. This identifies this title as part of the complete set of 
Piranesi’s works sold by Sotheby’s in 2008 (incorrectly attributing the place of printing 
to Paris). The complete provenance for this set was given by Sotheby’s as follows: 

1. Gustave III, King of Sweden (The dedicatee of Piranesi’s Antichita Romane). 2. Queen 
Sophia Magdalena, widow of Gustavus III by descent. 3. Viscount Strangford, Minister 
to the Court of Sweden. 4. William Hookham Carpenter, bookseller (see tipped-in 
letter in vol. 1 of Le Antichità Romane). 5. Lord Macdonald, (see printed description 
in vol. 1 of Le Antichità Romane). 6. Mr Williams of Bond Street, bookseller (?), (see 
second tipped-in letter in vol. 1 of Le Antichità Romane). 7. Captain (Thomas) Leyland 
(his letters tipped-in to vol. 1 of Le Antichità Romane). 8. Batsford, Booksellers, High 
Holborn, their ticket to front or rear pastedown of each volume. 9. Johann Gottfried 
Schramm, his bookplate to front pastedown of each volume.

king of sweDen’s copy

41.  

Continue overleaf
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Two works in two volumes, folio (55 x 40 cm. approx.). Vedute: the complete suite as listed by Wilton-Ely 
comprising double-page engraved title, double-page engraved frontispiece, 135 double-page engraved plates 
(including the 2 plates by Francesco Piranesi listed at the end of Wilton-Ely). The watermarks examined 
appear to conform to Robison 39, 57, 64 and 67. Plate 243 [Wilton-Ely] with paper flaw to the centre fold 
lower margin not affecting image. Pompei: the complete suite comprising a double-page engraved plate, a 
large folding plate, and a 6-sheet plan, each sheet large and folding (3 with short maginal tear repaired, 2 
touching text). Extra-illustrated with the following plates: the Pianta di Roma e del Campo Marzio [Wilton-
Ely 1008]; Prospetto interiore del Tempio Vaticano Il Santo Padre ... Vaticano,  both of these by by Francesco 
Piranesi. Near contemporary Russia gilt, the covers with broad gilt borders, neatly rebacked, all edges gilt.

A list giving the order of the engravings can be supplied on request.  
John Wilton-Ely, Giovanni Battista Piranesi, The Complete Etchings, San Francisco 1994, 134-268 & 1008; Cf. 
Millard - Italian and Spanish Books, 86. 

ref: 91267              £275,000
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 REPTON, Humphrey. Observations on the theory and practice of landscape 
gardening.  Including some remarks on Grecian and Gothic architecture.
 T. Bensley for J. Taylor, London, 1803. 

an important work which provides “a guide to [repton’s] approach to 
landscape design, with explanations of his aims and his methods of achieving 
them in specific instances”. 

The book is a compilation of texts from a number of the Red Books he had 
composed since his last publication, many of them now lost - those for Balstrode, 
Corsham, Gayhurst, Shardeloes, and West Wycombe. Several are now in American 
collections - those for Armley, Brandesbury, Culford, Ferney, the Royal Fort, Bristol, and 
Stonelands.

Repton’s Red Books, almost always bound in red morocco, included Repton’s 
suggestions for ways to make clients’ estates even more beautiful; with a hill removed 
here, a lake created there, a clump of trees artfully placed ... The books were not 
printed but were manuscripts with the texts, maps, and drawings done by experts at 
the height of their professions. Each book included a before and after - a watercolour 
view of the chosen scene after proposed changes had been made, overlaid by a 
hinged cutout turning the picture back to the original view.

The Red Books formed handsome albums of views for display in the patron’s 
library, to serve as plans or to record work in progress. But Repton’s work was very 
expensive: some clients commissioned their surveys for social prestige, but never 
attempted to put his recommendations into practice.

Repton’s Observations is, in effect, a handbook of tricks of the trade, or rather 
profession, for, unlike Capability Brown, who had usually contracted himself for work, 
Repton acted only as a consultant and overseer.” - Millard. “The overlays in Repton’s 
books on landscape gardening, by means of which he showed selected prospects 
before and after he had turned his hand to them, have caused collectors to treasure 
his engravings as curiosities, but they are remarkable as well for the evidence of his 
draughtsmanship”.(Ray)

First edition. 4to (34 x 27 cm)., stipple-engraved portrait frontispiece, 25 aquatint plates and 2 line-engraved 
plates, of which 12 are hand-coloured or tinted and 12 plates have overlays, 10 aquatint head and tail pieces 
and numerous woodcut illustrations in text, 2 of the vignettes with overlays, folding plate at page 208 with 
tears into image repaired, contemporary half calf, joints and extremities repaired, lightly worn.  
Millard, British Books, 65 (second edition); Abbey Scenery 390; Berlin Kat. 3431; Ray 38. 

ref: 91546                   £8,500

ReD book texts

42.  
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 REPTON, Humphry. Sketches and hints on landscape gardening collected from 
designs and observations now in the posession of the different noblemen and gentlemen, 
for whose use they were originally made the whole tending to establish fixed principles in 
the art of laying out ground. 
 W. Bulmer & Co. for J. & J. Boydell and G. Nicol, London, [1794].

first edition of the first of repton’s three great works on landscape gardening.

Humphry Repton (1752-1818) was the main successor to Lancelot “Capability” 
Brown as an improver of grounds for the English gentry in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century. He was particularly noted for his “Red Books”. These were 
produced for each individual client and were made up from a  manuscript description 
of his proposed improvements bound with Repton’s own watercolour drawings of 
the grounds, with his proposed alterations displayed on an overlay. The present work 
is made up to a large degree of extracts from the Red Books of 57 houses which 
Repton had been called upon to “improve”. A list of these houses, their location and 
their owners is given in a valuable two-page list towards the front of this volume. 
The work is broken down into various chapters: “Concerning Buildings”, “Concerning 
Water”, “Concerning Approaches”, etc. In each chapter Repton selects the relevant 
section from each Red Book that is helpful to the point he is trying to make.

In addition to the specific ideas that he is trying to convey, Repton also enters the fray 
on behalf of Capability Brown. The theoreticians, Payne Knight and Uvedale Price, had 
both written disparagingly of Brown’s work and Repton here answers their arguments; 
a lengthy letter that Repton wrote to Price in July 1794 is quoted in full. The work 
ends with an intriguing list of sixteen “Sources of pleasure in Landscape Gardening” 
and William Wyndham’s letter to Repton in support of his theories: “Places are not 
to be laid out with a view to their appearance in a picture, but to their uses, and the 
enjoyment of them in real life, and their conformity to those purposes is that which 
constitutes their true beauty: with this view gravel walks, and neat mown lawns ... are 
in perfect good taste, and infinitely more conformable to the principles which form 
the basis of our pleasure in these instances, than the docks and thistles, and litter and 
disorder, that may make a much better figure in a picture”.

The plates echo the watercolours with which Repton invariably illustrated the Red 
Books. He makes extensive use of movable flaps or “slides” - generally to explain 
the effect he is trying to create by showing the property before his improvements 
(with the flap down) and after (with the flaps lifted). The quality of the aquatints is 
exceptional, and the folding view of the Duke of Portland’s house Welbeck Abbey 
in Nottinghamshire is particularly interesting as it apparently shows Repton and his 
assistants at work on a survey of the estate.

Landscape folio (27.5  x 37.5cm approx.), half-title, pp. xvi, 83, [4], 10 hand-coloured aquatints engravings 
(1 folding, 3 double-page), each with one or more overslips, and 6 aquatint plates printed in black with a 
single tint added (4 with one or more overslips), 2 wood-engraved illustrations, 1 wood-engraved tailpiece. 
Contemporary green morocco backed cloth boards, spine gilt lettered, raised bands; a very good copy.  
Abbey Scenery 388; Archer 280.1; Henrey III, 1269; RIBA III, 405; Tooley 400 

ref: 82881                £13,500

Repton’s fiRst woRk
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 SLANEY, Eliza Harriet. Four natural history watercolour albums.
 Circa 1836.

a collection of over 400 watercolours of Butterlies, Birds, and flowers, 
depicting suBjects from across the gloBe including many from south america, 
and some from australia.

In the time before photography, the only means of conveying images was in drawing 
and watercolour. Drawing books were very popular, often concentrating on how to 
depict particular subjects such as botany or portraiture. Lessons in how to paint and 
draw were an essential part of middle-class education and we see the application 
of such skill in works as diverse as midshipman’s log-books, with sketches of coastal 
profiles, etc., and the present example of natural history studies. What makes the Miss 
Slaney’s albums so interesting and valuable is the sheer quantity of the watercolours, 
combined with the fact that they are generally all given their scientific nomenclature, 
along with, in many cases, their country of origin. At around this time, hot-houses were 
enabling the cultivation of tropical species, such as pineapples, from around the world, 
and also bird artists such as john Gould were depicting specimens of native birds from 
far-flung places. This taste for exotica is well represented in the present albums.

Little is known about Eliza (1804-1893); apart from natural history she also known to have 
depicted illustrations of country houses. Her attention to detail and use of colour is of a 
very high standard, exhibiting great precision and skill. The drawings contained within these 
four volumes are original watercolours after illustrations from botanical and ornithological 
works of the day. Eliza Harriet Slaney was the sister of the naturalist and barrister Robert 
Aglionby Slaney (1791-1862). The Slaney family lived in Shropshire from the 1500’s, Robert 
concerned himself with matters of natural history, law, state of the poor and agriculture. 
Amongst his works include an outline of the smaller British birds, published in 1832 and a 
short journal of a visit to Canada and the states of America in 1860. 

The Slaneys were members of the natural history elite in England and knew the 
Darwins, with Emma Darwin writing to her mother in 1839: “Fanny’s maids have been 
very uneasy at the shortness of our house- maid and are afraid that she is not tall enough 
to tie my gown. She is about the size of Betty Slaney ...” (“Emma Darwin, a century 
of family letters, 1792-1896”). Also William Darwin Fox writes to Charles Darwin 
about Charles’ old friend Thomas Campbell Eyton who married d Robert’s daughter, 
Elizabeth Frances in 1836, with William Fox remarking that “has not a love of natural 
history been probably the means of this match...” (A Natural Calling: Life, Letters and 
Diaries of Charles Darwin and William Fox Darwin, Anthony Larkum).

At some point Eliza Harriet Slaney appears to have lived near Grosvenor Square, in 
Green Street and is recorded as residing near Hyde Park, just before her death in 
1893 at the age of 89.  

Three albums 36.5 x 27 cm and one album 18 x 26 cm. The 3 albums with 357 original watercolours on 
thick laid paper, flowers and butterflies (including 68 from South America, 29 from Africa, 19 from India, 1 
from New Holland and 1 from New Zealand); the landscape album with 67 original watercolours (54 birds, 
including 5 from New Holland, 10 from Brazil, 3 from Mexico and 3 from Cayenne) 7 signed, watermarks 
1823-36. Contemporary blue half calf, marbled boards.  

ref: 91010                 £60,000

ReMaRkable collection of wateRcolouRs by a fRienD of the DaRwins
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item 44 - SLANEY, Eliza Harriet. Four natural history watercolour albums.
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 STRADA, Jacobus. Imperatorvm romanorvm omnivm orientalivm et 
occidentalivm verissimae imagines ex antiqvis nvmismatis qvam fidelissime delineatae. 
Addita cvivsque viate descriptione ex thesauro Iacobi Stradae […]
 Andreas Gessner, Zurich, 1559.

This celebrated work depicts 118 woodcut medallion portraits of the Roman and 
Roman-German emperors from Julius Caesar to Charles V. The woodcut borders 
surrounding the portraits are the largest ever cut for a book from a single block. On 
reverse of each portrait there is a text - emperor’s biography - within woodcut border 
of putti, fruit and grotesques, and within arabesque ornaments. The first German 
edition of this book was published in 1558 by Gessner.

Jacobus Strada (1507-1588) was an Italian polymath who served as an official 
artist and architect to three Hapsburg Holy Roman Emperors. Moreover, he was a 
famous goldsmith, numismatist, writer, collector and merchant of works of art. Being 
an antiquary in Mantua he assembled a collection of medals. The portraits of the 
emperors minted on them were used for the production of the above work.
 
Andreas Gessner was the son of the goldsmith from Nuremberg. In the beginning 
of 16th century he moved to Zurich where he opened his workshop in 1550. It was 
closed 1559 after his death. The arabesque ornaments decorating this publication 
were created by Peter Flötner (see his monogram on verso, plate 50) and had been 
previously published in the Kunstbuch (Zurich, 1549). Flötner died in 1546 before 
either publication was produced, and this date is printed at the top of the plinth on 
which the medallions are mounted on several of the plates (see for example plate 14). 
Title within woodcut border is made by Christoph Schweitzer.

Provenance: With manuscript ownership inscription “Me possidet E.F. von Leutrum 
1717” (from the Swabian noble family Leutram von Ertingen).

Large folio. Title within woodcut vignette, 118 full-page woodcut medallion portraits by Rudolf Wyssenbach 
after Rudolf Manuel Deutsch, each within architectural woodcut border, 128 text pages within woodcut 
boards, more than 100 figurative initials and ornamental grotesque decorations by Peter Flötner. 
Contemporary vellum neat repairs, soiled, internally clean and fresh.  
VD 16 I 98. – Adams S 1957. – Leemann/van Elck (Gessner) 57. 

ref: 89615                 £25,000

one of the Most ReMaRkable books of the Renaissance
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 VISENTINI, Antonio. Urbis Venetiarum prospectus celebriores, ex Antonii Canal 
tabulis. 
 Venice, 1751.

the most widely known and the Best of the many engravings after canalatto’s 
views of venice. They were originally commissioned by Consul Smith and based on 
paintings by Canaletto. The engravings were first published in 1735 in Urbis Venetiarum 
Prospectus Celebriores ex Antonii Canal. The first complete edition was issued in 1742 
and then re-issued in 1751, 1754 and 1773. It was so successful it was even reprinted 
in the 19th century. 

“Self-styled as painter, architect, and engraver, Visentini enjoyed a long career in Venice 
where he was connected to the Academia and to the artistic and publishing circle 
centred around Consul Joseph Smith. Visentini’s etchings are distinguished in the 
confidence and authority of their perspectival projection and etched line. Visentini’s 
buildings seldom sag and never “sink” under their own weight into the water of the 
canals as they occasionally might in the work of Carlevaris and Mariechi. Canaletto’s 
compositions are quite various and are refreshingly dramatic in the contrast between 
the large foreground buildings and the smaller ones in the receding perspective.

These views were crucial to forming the image of Venice in the mind of its visitors” 
(Millard).

Provenance : Ownership inscription of “Richard Ford , Venice , Dec. 1817.”

Second edition. Landscape folio, ( 53 x 38  cm). Three parts in one, on e engraved prospectus dated 1742, 
one engraved double-page portrait, 3 title-pages dated 1752 with engraved vignettes, 38 engraved views of 
Venice engraved by Visentiini after Canaletto, all captioned in Italian, slight marginal staining on few plates; 
overall strong dark impressions,contemporary mottled boards, an attractive example.  
Millard Italian 153; Constable E II (S. 605 ff.); UCBA I, 218; Ornamentstichslg. Berlin 2695; Cicognara 4113; 
Thieme/B. V, 486 (Canaletto) und XXXIX, 419 (Visentini). 

ref: 90979                 £30,000

iconic views of venice
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Detail
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 [VISENTINI, Antonio - Studio of. Collection of Architectural Drawings. 
 Rome?, c.1760].

an unusual alBum of italian architectural pen and ink drawings from the studio of 
visentini. a fine example of neo-palladian architecture from the grand tour.

Plates are captioned as follows:

1.Lalazo Stupani in Roma 1778. 2. Ponte di Rialto in Venezia 1777. (folded).  3. Larco 
Treiano nel Porto Dancona, 4.Porto del Popolo in Roma, 5. Larco in Campo Marco 
in Vicenza, 6. Larco del Vitrinio in Verona, 7. Larco nel Porto dancona, 8. Faciata dela 
Rotonda in Roma, 9. Tempio di Antonino detto la dogana in Roma, 10. Faciatta del 
Tempio dela dea vestale in Roma, 11. Pianta del Tempio della dea Vestale in Roma, 12. 
Faciata del Tempio di Antonino Faustina, 13. Sepulcro di Caio in Roma, 14. Ponte di 
Rimini, 15. Faciata del Tempio di Nimes in Francia, 16. Pianta del Tempio di Nimes in 
Francia, 17. Faciata di Giorgio Magior in Venezia, 18. La Faciata del Ponte di Rialto in 
Venezia 1777. 19. Colona Antonina in Roma, 20. Colona Traiana in Roma, 21. Gulia del 
Popolo in Roma, 22. Colona di Maria Magior in Roma, 23. Lagulia di Pietro in Roma, 
24. Palazzo del Chieregato in Vicenza,  25. Tempio della Sibbila Tiburtina, 26. Pianta del 
Tempio dela Sibbila [?], 27. Ponte di S. Angiolo in Roma, 28. Ponte di S. Ternita in Fiorenza.

Antonio Maria Visentini (born November 21, 1688 in Venice, died June 26, 1782) was 
an Italian architect and painter. Between 1772 and 1778 he was professor of Architettura 
Prospettica at the Venetian Academy. He is best known as the engraver of Caneletto’s 
first series of Venetian views, Urbis Venetiarum prospectus (Venice, 1742), organized by 
the British Consul, Joseph Smith and also known to be a great proponent of neo-
Palladianism. He also carried out various other architectural commissions for the 
Consul and in 1740 his studio or “atelier” started to produce perspective (orthographic 
projection) architectural drawings for English visitors on the Grand Tour. He and his 
assistants specialised in producing these orthographic drawings of individual buildings 
made especially for travelling Englishman and therefore always scaled in English feet. 
Sometimes they were purchased as souvenirs de voyage and sometimes used to 
inspire architecture at home. The demand for these detailed architectural drawings 
had “certainly fostered by Smith” and illustrates the close relationship between both 
Visentini and Consul Smith. (Catalogue of the Drawings Collection of the RIBA). 

with contemporary provenance: this work was acquired from the Rooke family’s 
estate. William Rooke was known to have travelled in Italy in 1777-78 and it is believed 
that he acquired this work during his travels as a memento of his tour. His collection, 
which reflected his interest in the Grand Tour, eventually formed  part of a well known 
library at The Ivy at Chippenham in Wiltshire, owned by the Rooke Family from the 
mid-nineteenth century until 1973.

Landscape folio album ( 40 x 53 cm) containing 28 pen and brown ink drawings on thick wove paper,  with 
brush and grey wash over traces of graphite;  each with a double-ruled ink border and scale inset, titled ‘scalla di 
piedi inglesi’,  all captioned in ink, ( most measuring 39 x 52.7 cm), ( some folding), a very light soiling to a couple 
of plates, slight creasing to folding pages, early 19th century contemporary half burgundy morocco, with green 
boards, decorated endpapers, gilt morocco label on upper cover titled “Architectural Drawings”, slightly rubbed.  
Benezit 14, p.386; Catalogue of the Drawings Collection of the RIBA p.7-11,  

ref: 90867                 £30,000

connoisseuR’s souveniR of the GranD tour
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Further illustration overleaf.
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item 47 - Studio of Antonio VISENTINI. Collection of Architectural Drawings.
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 WALLIS, James. An historical account of the colony of New South Wales and 
its dependent settlements; in illustration of twelve views, engraved by W. Preston, a convict; 
from drawings taken on the spot, By Captain Wallis, of the Forty-Sixth Regiment. To which is 
subjoined an accurate map of Port Macquarie, and the newly discovered River Hastings, by 
John Oxley, Esq. Surveyor General to the Territory.
 Ackermann, London, 1821.

rare. “wallis ‘s Book has a most important position in a collection of 
australian plate Books. it is the first Book of general landscape views of new 
south wales, representing the first great celeBration of the progress of the 
colony made under the civilizing rule of governor macquarie and indeed 
of wallis himself. it is also the first plate Book, properly so called, to consist 
entirely of plates engraved in australia By an australian engraver ... wallis’s 
Book of views should Be in every serious collection of australian plate Books.” 
(wantrup).

Captain James Wallis arrived in the colony in 1814 on the same ship as the convict 
artist Joseph Lycett. Wallis was appointed commander of the secondary settlement 
at Newcastle which he transformed from a convict outpost to an orderly town. The 
plates were engraved in Newcastle by the convict engraver, William Preston. Both 
Preston and Lycett were to receive pardons from Wallis.

The engravings depict scenes in Sydney, Newcastle and the Hawkesbury River as well 
as an Aboriginal corroboree and two natural history plates of kangaroos and black 
swans. When Wallis returned to England in 1819, he arranged for the publication of 
the platesk through Rudolph Ackermann, the leading publisher of illustrated books. 
Ackermann added the account of the colony by Surveyor-General John Oxley, who 
also prepared the map.

First edition. Folio (51 x 35 cm),  [vi], 42pp., map, six double-page and six single-page engraved plates; uncut 
in original drab boards, original paper label to upper cover, neatly rebacked, an excellent copy, well preserved 
in modern morocco-backed fold-over box.  
Ferguson, 842; McCormick, First views of Autralia, 145, 148 - 151, and pp. 309-10; Perry and Prescott, guide 
to maps of Australia, 1821.05 (map); Wantrup, 217b. 

ref: 91236                 £24,500

austRalian RaRity of singulaR achieveMent
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Further illustrations overleaf.w
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item 48 - WALLIS, James. An historical account of the colony of New South Wales
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 WARNER, Robert; Benjamin Samuel Williams. The orchid album, comprising 
coloured figures and descriptions of new, rare, and beautiful orchidaceous plants. The 
botanical descriptions by Thomas Moore.
 B.S. Williams, London, 1882-1897.

a fine set of the first edition of williams’ magnum opus, which set the standard 
for orchid description and illustration.

Orchidelirium is the name given to the Victorian era of flower madness when 
collecting and discovering orchids reached extraordinarily high levels. Wealthy orchid 
fanatics of the twentieth century sent explorers and collectors to almost every part of 
the world in search of new varieties of orchids. 

Orchids were brought to Europe by companies or individuals who had financed 
collecting expeditions. Commissioned professional collectors would travel for months 
all over the world in search of rare new species. These expensive expeditions were 
often shrouded in secrecy and it was not unusual for collectors to spread misleading 
information about the locations where new orchids were found. New exotic orchids 
were most often sold at auction in London, fetching extravagant prices. During this 
time very little was known about the cultivation of orchids and their survival rate was 
dismal. Through experimentation and by gathering more information on the growing 
conditions of orchids in their natural habitat, knowledge was slowly being developed. 
This led to the publication of scholarly and well illustrated books on orchids.

Amongst the most lavish and comprehensive of these was The Orchid Album. Published 
periodically to subscribers by Williams from his nurseries in Holloway, London, it 
was taken over by his son Henry after Benjamin Samuel’s death, until its conclusion 
in 1897. It captures a huge variety of orchids in their wild states, before the onset of 
hybridization in the twentieth century. Each illustration is accompanied by a botanical 
description of the plants figured and notes on their cultivation. The illustrator, John 
Nugent Fitch (1840-1927), was the nephew of the equally-prolific botanical artist 
Walter Hood Fitch. An excellent set by one of the great botanical artists of the day.

First Edition. Eleven volumes, 4to (30.4 x 24.0 cm), 528 lithographic plates by and after John Nugent Fitch on 
527 sheets, partly hand-coloured, partly colour-printed. Original brown cloth, gilt-lettered and decorated on 
covers and spine, edges gilt. A fine set.  
Nissen BBI 2107, Great Flower Books (1990) p.149.  

ref: 90301                 £16,000

coMplete oRchiDeliRiuM
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 WILLIAMSON, Captain Thomas; Samuel Howett. Oriental field sports;  being 
a complete, detailed, and accurate description of the wild sports of the East; exhibiting, in 
a novel and interesting manner, the natural history of the elephant, the rhinoceros, the tiger, 
the leopard, the bear, the deer, the buffalo, the wolf, the wild hog, the jackall, the wild dog, 
the civit, and other undomesticated animals: as likewise the different species of feathered 
game, fishes, and serpents.
 Edward Orme, London, [1805]-1807.

“the most Beautiful Book on indian sport in existence” (schwerdt).

a fine, fresh copy of the first edition  of this celeBrated work on hunting.

Captain Williamson was an extremely talented amateur artist who had built up a fine 
collection of sketches suitable for turning in to aquatint. He teamed up with Howett 
- a notable sportsman as well as an industrious engraver of animals to produce this 
magnificent work, widely considered to contain the finest images of field sports of the 
Orient. By their very nature aquatint books were always very expensive, but the British 
public had a great curiosity about India and Williamson’s work helped satisfy this desire 
to know more about the customs of Britain’s new addition to the empire. 

Large landscape folio (59 x 47cm. approx.), iii, 150 pp., hand-coloured pictorial half-title, 40 fine hand-
coloured aquatint plates, Plate XXXI is in Tooley’s presumed first issue, reading “Hunting Jackals” (and not 
“Jackals rescuing a hunted brother”), plates dated 1805, 1806 and 1807, modern brown half morocco gilt by 
Bayntun. Provenance: A pencil note states that this was purchased at Viscount Selby’s sale in 1948 for £47, 
and that the binding cost £6.10s.0d. 
Abbey Travel 427; Mellon Books on the Horse and Horsemanship 88; Nissen ZBI 4416; Schwerdt II, pp. 297-
298; Tooley 508 

ref: 86601                 £13,500
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